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ABSTRACT 

Post-tonal repertoire can prove to be a challenging musical endeavor for 

performers and listeners alike. However, that does not mean that performers should avoid 

programming this music. If musicians undertake new repertoire with an open mind and a 

willingness to discover new avenues of musical expression, it creates a fulfilling 

experience for both the performers and the audience. Where performers are uncertain of 

how to proceed, musical and textual analysis can help them understand a piece’s structure 

and engage with audiences on a deeper level.  

Using George Crumb’s Ancient Voices of Children, I will analyze elements of the 

cycle that are salient to performers with the goal of creating a compelling, cohesive 

narrative for audiences. For those who are new to post-tonal repertoire, Crumb’s 

compositions offer an ideal opportunity for musicians to employ analysis as a tool for 

guiding performance choices. The musical structure of Crumb’s compositions is easily 

discernible when analyzed and is often deeply symbolic and spiritual in nature. His music, 

while meticulously notated, presents ample opportunity for individual interpretation and 

expression. Since its premiere in 1970, Ancient Voices of Children has become one of 

Crumb’s most celebrated pieces, largely due to his incredibly expressive setting of the 

poetry of Federico García Lorca.  

After a brief overview of both the composer and poet, I will explore the textual 

content, pitch content, melodic contour, harmonic structure, ensemble, and rhythm to 

provide performers with a clearer understanding of the work. This paper further 

investigates the relationship between Federico García Lorca’s poetry and George Crumb’s 

music and offers performance suggestions to convey that narrative. In outlining this process 
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through Crumb’s Ancient Voices of Children, this paper gives performers a guide to 

approaching post-tonal music and making it accessible to a broader audience. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Too often, performers and listeners shy away from engaging with post-tonal 

repertoire. This music is often labeled as inaccessible, more mathematical than musical. 

Repertoire that emerged from the academically crafted, university-educated composers of 

the twentieth century certainly broadened our definition of the art form, and challenged 

audiences to expand their musical horizons. This experimental musical period of the 

twentieth century saw composers like John Cage, Milton Babbitt, Karlheinz Stockhausen, 

George Crumb, and Luciano Berio create a veritable cornucopia of aural explorations, but 

so much of their musical output remains outside of the canon that audiences regularly 

hear in modern concert halls.  

A performer’s goal should be to make every given piece of repertoire engaging to 

an audience. If post-tonal repertoire is considered inaccessible, it is the performer’s 

responsibility to find a way to deliver the material with clear and meaningful musical 

intention. How should a performer go about making those crucial decisions? Performers 

often approach a new piece of music with their own informed intuition, an instinctive 

understanding that comes from years of study, exposure to performance practice, and 

their own innate musical sensibility.1 Because post-tonal repertoire is not as frequently 

 
1 Informed intuition was a term coined by theorist Wallace Berry in his book Musical Structure and 
Performance. Berry suggests that performers often default to what “feels” right when it comes to 
performance choices, a skill that accrues from years of musical and pedagogical study. Wallace Berry, 
along with theorists such as Erwin Stein and Edward T. Cone laid the foundation for extensive scholarship 
in regard to the relationship between analysis and performance. See bibliography.  
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studied or programmed, performance choices may not always come intuitively. This is 

particularly true in instances where performers are asked to employ extended techniques 

on their instrument. As a young singer, I found myself reluctant to approach repertoire 

that wasn’t immediately within my musical grasp. However, a performer is not often in a 

position where they are permitted to pick and choose repertoire. My interest in the 

correlation between analysis and performance developed as I was encouraged to uncover 

musical meaning in repertoire that I initially found unappealing. In challenging myself 

this way, I not only became a more musically invested performer, but a more engaged 

listener.    

Having a fundamental understanding of a piece’s musical structure can be a useful 

tool, enhancing a performer’s ability to make compelling and engaging musical 

decisions. Using George Crumb’s Ancient Voices of Children as a template, I will create 

a practical outline for a performer to use when approaching musical analysis. Ultimately, 

the goal is to enable performers who are unfamiliar with post-tonal repertoire to address 

each new piece with the same musicality and sensitivity as they would the familiar canon. 

Theorists like Edward T. Cone and Wallace Berry advocated for the connection 

between musical analysis and performance as early as the mid-twentieth century. In their 

writings, this marriage sounds fruitful. Cone’s scholarship likens music to a narrative. He 

identifies musical themes as various “personas” in each piece and equates the performer 

to a “living personification of that spokesman – of the mind that experiences the music; 
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or…of the mind whose experience the music is”2. Cone’s notion of the musical persona 

and the role a performer plays in creating that persona is intriguing, but scholarship that 

focuses on the relationship between analysis and performance is often written with a 

condescending tone towards performers. This research centers on in-depth musical 

analysis with little practical advice on how musicians could utilize the information to 

make performance decisions. Both Cone and Berry seem to hold the theorist in a higher 

regard than performers. Berry notes: 

…The analysis which informs a basis – the only basis – for resolving the 
hard questions both of general interpretive demeanor and of those elusive 
refinements of which make for performance which is both moving and 
illuminating.3 
 
Berry’s viewpoint suggests that performers cannot make musical choices without 

the benefit of analysis. Scholarship that suggests performers take all their cues from 

theorists undervalues the intuitive and individual approach that a performer can give a 

piece in the moment, and, as Sessions points out, “music, just because it is an art in which 

time and movement are the basic elements, needs constant renewal”4. Performer’s 

instincts make music come to life for listeners. The notion that only musical analysis can 

lead performers to meaningful performance choices also negates the work of countless 

brilliant musicians who do not approach a piece theoretically. Musical analysis can be an 

effective tool in making performance choices, but it is not the only method available. 

 
2 Edward T. Cone, The Composer’s Voice (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), 5.  
 
3 Wallace Berry, Musical Structure and Performance (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 223. 

4 Roger Sessions, Musical Experience of Composer, Performer, Listener (Princeton, Princeton University 
Press, 1950), 70. 
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As interest in the connection between analysis and performance developed from 

Cone and Berry’s initial work, scholars made an effort to balance the two subjects. Janet 

Schmalfeldt, a theorist and performer, attempted to do so in her 1985 article on 

Beethoven’s Bagatelles Op. 126, Nos. 2 and 5. While the article was designed as a 

conversation between a theorist and a performer (Schmalfeldt played both roles), the 

overall impression was of a performer asking a theorist for advice and finding the answer 

to performance challenges through analysis. Her article did not quite convey the value of 

a performer’s intuition and input. 

The analytic rhetoric used by theorists, some of which is esoteric for performers, 

presents another issue. If the purpose of this scholarship is to provide performers with a 

heightened connection and understanding of their repertoire, then any analysis should 

have a practical and meaningful application to performance practice. An in-depth 

theoretical analysis might interest a performer and even deepen their appreciation for a 

given piece of repertoire. However, if an analysis focuses on elements of music that 

cannot be manipulated or adjusted by performers, then how can it enable musicians to 

communicate more effectively to an audience?  

Scholarship often neglects textual content in analysis and performance. Even 

without addressing the innate musicality of text and language, the connection between 

poetry and musical setting gives performers and theorists alike incredible insight into a 

composer’s intentions. Musicologist Lawrence Rosenwald asserts that analysts struggle 

with texted music because there is a “real difficulty with mixed forms,” and suggests that 

“analysis centered on rhythm will do better than analysis centered on harmony…[as] the 
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movement from terms of musical rhythm to terms of textual rhythm are relatively easy”5. 

Theorists Deborah Stein and Robert Spillman explain this connection in their work, 

Poetry into Song. Throughout the book, they explore the close relationship between 

poetry and music in German Lied. Their research could certainly expand into many other 

musical genres, including twentieth-century music. Composers like George Crumb were 

meticulous in choosing their textual content, and overlooking his fascination with poetry, 

especially the works of Federico García Lorca, ignores a crucial musical component.  

Later scholarship has begun to place a higher value on the performer’s 

interpretation, giving rise to the field of performance analysis, or scholarship to explore 

recorded performances. In his book on the relationship between performance and 

analysis, Joel Lester asserts that varying interpretations allow theorists to consider music 

in new ways. He suggests a more open approach to musical analysis, arguing “if pieces 

are regarded as composites of seemingly innumerable acceptable interpretative 

possibilities, the focus of analysis could shift from finding 'the' structure of a piece to 

defining multiple strategies for interpreting pieces”6. In his article “The Performer as 

Analyst,” Daniel Barolsky also advocates for performance interpretation. He observes 

that the constantly changing and evolving nature of performance keeps music relevant 

and compelling to audiences: 

The continuously varying interpretations from performance to 
performance reflect a perpetual rethinking of the music, a line of 

 
5 Lawrence Rosenwald, “Theory, Text-Setting and Performance,” The Journal of Musicology 11, no. 1 
(1993): 57-58. 
 
6 Joel Lester, “Performance and Analysis: Interaction and Interpretation," in The Practice of Performance: 
Studies in Musical Interpretation, ed. John Rink (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 214.  
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questioning that seeks not only to make the old into something new, 
relevant, and meaningful but also to reveal how the music operates. 
Performers are analysts and historians of a different kind.7 
 

This scholarship validates the performer’s input while acknowledging that there is no one 

correct way to interpret a given piece of music. By valuing the performers’ contributions 

to musical analysis through their interpretive choices, musical structure and cohesiveness 

can be understood in new and compelling ways.  

Although scholarship has begun to acknowledge the value of performers’ 

interpretation, there is still not a clear answer to the question of how musical analysis 

practically applies to performance practice. Theorist Bethany Lowe observes that 

“reading between the lines of each major contribution to the topic, one can determine 

something of the model for this relationship [between performance and analysis] …and 

yet that model is rarely made explicit”8. By exploring this subject, the aim is to create an 

outline for performers to consider the benefits of musical analysis. Applied through the 

lens of a performer, analysis augments musical instincts to make more specific and 

engaging musical decisions with regard to post-tonal repertoire.  

 As performers, it is our job to communicate something meaningful to an audience. 

With new and unfamiliar repertoire, the most compelling musical choices are not always 

immediately clear. In instances where this is true, analysis can be a useful tool for 

performers. In my own practice, I have found musical analysis to be a rewarding 

 
7 Daniel G. Barolsky, “The Performer as Analyst,” Music Theory Online 13 (March 2007). 
 
8 Bethany Lowe, "On the Relationship between Analysis and Performance: The Mediatory Role of the 
Interpretation," Indiana Theory Review 24 (2003): 47. 
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undertaking. While preparing Crumb’s cycle for voice and amplified piano, Apparition, I 

was often uncertain about how to approach a challenging passage. After analyzing the 

piece, I not only retained the music more readily, but found the piece to be more 

compelling. By outlining the connective elements of the cycle, I became a better listener 

and consequently, a more attentive and sensitive performer. In my endeavor to 

understand a challenging piece of repertoire, I felt as if I had gone from seeing in black 

and white to vibrant color. Crumb’s Ancient Voices of Children is similarly challenging, 

but a musical analysis will reveal the composer’s most celebrated cycle to be a 

compelling and rewarding piece of repertoire. 

In creating a guideline for performers to approach post-tonal repertoire, this paper 

aims to articulate the aspects of musical analysis that have an impact on performance 

decisions like tempo, dynamics, articulation, timbre, phrasing, and ornamentation. Post-

tonal repertoire often stays on the periphery during performers’ musical education. While 

it is crucial for a performer to study the canon, this lack of exposure to other repertoire 

makes it more challenging for any individual to grasp musical meaning within post-

tonality. Using George Crumb’s Ancient Voices of Children, I will explore the oeuvre of 

both the composer and the poet, analyze components of the piece that are relevant to a 

performer, and suggest performance options that correlate to these analytical 

observations. 

When approaching a new piece of music within the canonic repertoire, most 

professional performers easily make musical decisions. In Schumann or Schubert, a 

singer and accompanist instinctively know that key changes relate to poetic beats. They 
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will ornament the return of the A section in a Handel da capo aria, per standard 

performance practice. These instincts may not exist for the post-tonal repertoire.  

Because of the wide variety of compositional styles that exist outside of tonality, I 

will begin by familiarizing the reader with the works of both George Crumb and Federico 

García Lorca. George Crumb is eclectic in his compositional style, but knowing what to 

look for in his music makes it infinitely easier to find the structure in his repertoire. 

Likewise, Federico García Lorca’s poetry can be challenging to interpret, but 

acknowledging common themes makes it less difficult to find meaning in his text. After 

this overview, I will continue with an analysis of the poetry. George Crumb is meticulous 

in his choice of text, and the poetry gives performers insight into Crumb’s compositional 

choices. Lorca was a musician as well as a poet, and the lyricism of his poetry lends itself 

to music easily. Taking Cone’s notion of musical “persona” into consideration, the goal is 

to identify characters and themes in Lorca’s poetry that correlate with Crumb’s musical 

setting. Attention to poetic conventions, such as the use of refrain, rhythmic patterns, 

imagery, and figurative language inform a performer’s perspective. 

With a clear interpretation of Lorca’s poetry in mind, I will then approach 

Crumb’s score. While he often uses tonal elements in his compositions, this perspective 

would not be an effective way to understand Crumb’s repertoire as a whole. Set theory is 

the better choice for uncovering Crumb’s musical structure. Many performers are not 

well versed in set theory, but even a rudimentary understanding will allow them to 

identify and connect musical themes with the text. In addition to an exploration of pitch 

content, attention to melodic contour, rhythmic shape, dynamic and accent markings, text 
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setting, and ensemble indications will give the performer a clear idea of what makes each 

movement cohesive.   

After analyzing the relevant musical elements of each movement, I will make 

suggestions as to how analysis might affect a performer’s choices with regard to tempo, 

dynamics, articulation, timbre, and phrasing, paying particular attention to the 

relationship between textual and musical content. While I will suggest effective 

performance choices, it is important to articulate that they are not the only way to convey 

Crumb’s music in a meaningful manner, as individual, intuitive interpretation is crucial to 

authentic performance. Through this process, I will show that a deeper understanding and 

appreciation of musical and textual analysis can only broaden performance possibilities 

for musicians and can be a useful tool for performers if needed.     
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CHAPTER 2 

GEORGE CRUMB 

 

The eclecticism of 20th century compositional styles allowed for an emergence of 

new musical soundscapes, and an exploration of the question, “what made music 

compelling and cohesive, if not tonality?” While Schoenberg’s “emancipation of 

dissonance” was the beginning of the development of twelve-tone composition, this 

supposed freedom from tonality ended up boxing some composers into another system 

that was equally as constrictive as tonality.9 In particular, John Cage’s unique musical 

style allowed his contemporaries to explore their own individuality. His use of chance 

procedure composition, electroacoustic music and extended instrument techniques, such 

as prepared piano, opened up new avenues of musical exploration for listeners and 

composers alike. In his article exploring Cage’s musical legacy, Geoff Smith notes that  

[Cage] never held up his work to younger composers as a model of how to 
proceed, but aimed merely to stimulate activity and free composers from 
their limitations (whether musical, historical, intellectual or 
psychological).10 
 
The 20th century saw an onslaught of highly intellectualized compositional styles 

that were much more geared toward an academic environment than to actual audiences. 

However, George Crumb straddled the intellectual university atmosphere and more 

 
9 Arnold Schoenberg and Leonard Stein, Style and Idea: Selected Writings of Arnold Schoenberg 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975), 105. 
 
10 Geoff Smith, “Composing after Cage. Permission Granted,” The Musical Times 139 (1998): 5, 
http://www.jstor.org.libproxy.temple.edu/stable/1003461.  
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traditional conservatory education with ease. His music elucidated his own internal 

curiosity and wonder about love, life, death and the elements. The meditative and 

introverted quality of his music resonated with contemporary audiences as well as the 

intellectuals of his time.  

Crumb’s eclectic style developed from the geographical, musical and academic 

environment of his youth. George Crumb was born on October 24th, 1929, in Charleston, 

West Virginia into an incredibly musical family. His father, George Crumb Sr., was a 

talented clarinetist and was first chair in the Charleston Symphony Orchestra (CSO). His 

mother, Vivian, was a cellist who also played in the CSO, and taught privately in their 

home. Both of Crumb’s parents worked as freelance artists as well, playing frequently as 

chamber and solo performers. This upbringing encouraged Crumb to engage with his 

musical community from a young age and exposed him to a wide variety of repertoire.  In 

her book, Three American Composers, Edith Borroff notes: 

The young boy reared in this household was given an unparalleled 
apprenticeship…a beautiful accident of birth and place…The father, a 
quiet man and consummate musician, was unusually probing of the 
science of his art, and had a library of 400-odd scores.11 
 
Crumb started composing music from quite a young age, and due to his parents’ 

connection with the CSO, two of his orchestral pieces were premiered by the ensemble: 

Poem in 1947 and Gethsemane in 1952. While his musical family clearly influenced him 

as a composer and a musician, Crumb frequently turns to his geographical location for 

musical inspiration, and the composer often asserts that individual musical aesthetic is 

 
11 Edith Borroff, Three American Composers (Latham, MD: University Press of America, 1986), 192.  
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inherently produced during childhood: “I have always felt that each composer has a 

certain finite number of basic types which exist in his mind since childhood…If he tries 

to deny these basic expressive types, he is doing violence to himself as an artist”12. 

Crumb studied piano and composition at Mason College, graduating within three 

years instead of four. Following his bachelor’s degree, Crumb studied at the University of 

Illinois for his Master’s, and it was there that he met Ross Lee Finney. Finney would be 

Crumb’s compositional teacher throughout his doctoral studies at the University of 

Michigan in Ann Arbor, excepting a year of study in Berlin with Boris Blacher as a 

Fulbright scholar.  Crumb blossomed under Finney’s tutelage and later praised him for 

instilling work ethic while at the same time allowing students to maintain their own 

compositional individuality. Borroff remarks that  

Crumb’s work remained largely independent; it was not Finney’s goal as a 
teacher to determine style or to exert force of musical personality; he 
taught discipline, and he worked above all to develop a capacity for self-
criticism in his students.13 

 
 After finishing his doctoral studies in 1959, Crumb was immediately offered a 

position at the University of Colorado. Here he began his collaboration with pianist 

David Burge, which ultimately resulted in Crumb’s Five Pieces for Piano and 

Makrokosmos. Crumb’s partnerships with performers allowed him to expand his 

 
12 Bálint András Varga, Three Questions for Sixty-Five Composers (Rochester, NY: Boydell and Brewer, 
2011), 51. 
 
13 Borroff, Three American Composers, 194.  
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compositions while taking into account the individual’s skills. His music often includes 

extended techniques and requires performers to play multiple instruments.  

After a short tenure in Colorado and Buffalo, Crumb was eventually hired at the 

University of Pennsylvania, where he taught for thirty years before his retirement in the 

mid-1990s. His tenure proved fruitful for his compositions, giving him time to compose 

at his own pace and attracting a number of commissions. Crumb’s Echoes of Time and 

the River, commissioned from the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, earned the 1968 

Pulitzer Prize for Music, and a commission from the Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge 

Foundation created Ancient Voices of Children, one of Crumb’s most widely acclaimed 

pieces. Premiered in 1970 as part of the Coolidge Foundation’s fourteenth Festival of 

Chamber Music, the performance featured pianist Gilbert Kalish and mezzo-soprano Jan 

DeGaetani. Crumb composed for the duo on many other occasions, including pieces such 

as Apparition and The Sleeper.  

Crumb’s career coincided with one of history’s most advantageous times for a 

composer. Borroff elucidates the disparity between popular and concert music, and 

consequently, the rift between composers and audience members.  

The gap between popular and concert music at the end of the 19th century 
was one of context and complexity; by the middle of the twentieth 
century, the differences between popular and concert music were so great 
that the two types were considered two separate musical arts.14  

 
American composers wanted to distance themselves from European musical 

styles and forge their own compositional paths. This led to a divergence in musical 

 
14 Ibid., 1. 
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education in the United States through the 20th century. By the end of the 19th century, 

composers were traditionally learning their trade through apprenticeships and 

conservatories. While this approach gave composers ample opportunity to learn canonic 

repertoire and perform for an audience through the generosity of wealthy patrons, it was 

also steeped in European traditions. 

 As time went by, more and more composers left the conservatory system for 

larger universities. Instead of depending on wealthy patrons for fiscal support, composers 

benefitted from the university’s government funding. Universities favored music theory 

and philosophy instead of the practical performance and audience engagements central to 

the Conservatory education system. This shift in priorities led to an exploration of 

innovative musical structures and highly intellectual compositions, but academic music 

often did not take the performers or the audience into consideration. If a composition is 

unplayable for the performer and incomprehensible to the listener, then for whom are you 

writing?  Borroff remarks that 

As the decades went on, university composers were further deepening 
their hold on exciting theoretical innovations but weakening their 
connections with performers…Conservatory composers saw performers as 
their colleagues [while] university composers saw performers increasingly 
as their servants…The great disadvantage suffered by university 
composers was the separation from a public audience.15 

 
Crumb’s musical education combined the best elements of both philosophies. His 

upbringing mirrored the conservatory education system. As a teenager, Crumb played 

clarinet, and his parents gave him the unique opportunity to internalize a plethora of 

 
15 Ibid., 7.  
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different musical styles and learn the value of connecting with an audience. Crumb’s 

university degrees exposed him to the new theoretical thinking while also giving him the 

opportunity to collaborate with musicians like Finney and Burge. However, academia did 

not diminish his ability to consider his performers and listeners.  

Crumb’s very individual style has an eclectic variety of influences, and the 

composer himself is quoted as saying that any given composition is about five percent 

original thought.16 One of the most central features of Crumb’s compositions is his use of 

reverberance. His music often contains a sense of pulsating or vibration, particularly 

exemplified by his use of the piano. Crumb makes abundant use of the pedal and often 

instructs performers to play their instruments towards the inside of the piano to create his 

ringing musical landscapes. The composer in part cites Debussy for the atmospheric 

quality of his music, but his hometown of West Virginia first instilled his desire to 

incorporate a ringing quality into his music: 

I was influenced by the particular acoustic of the Kanawha river valley in 
West Virginia. You would hear echoing effects from sounds that were 
across the river, and it had a kind of ricochet effect, because sound travels 
very well over water. I think this just became part of my hearing. My 
music is involved with echoing effects and this is precisely the acoustic of 
such a place.17  

 
Crumb’s use of birdsong further exemplifies his love of nature, recalling Bartók 

and Messiaen. Crumb creates musical landscapes, filled with reverberance and birdsong, 

by asking performers to go beyond the traditional scope of their instrument. Apparition, 

 
16 Paul Steenhuisen, Sonic Mosaics: Conversations with Composers (Alberta, Canada: The University of 
Alberta Press, 2009), 111.   

17 Ibid., 108. 
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Crumb’s piece for voice and amplified piano, is an excellent example of the composer’s 

use of extended techniques. Besides the incredibly large vocal and dynamic range 

required for Apparition, Crumb asks the vocalist to whisper, shout, and imitate different 

bird calls. The amplified piano creates a reverberant backdrop to the soprano’s nature 

scape of vocalizations. The pianist plays much of the piece inside the piano, taking full 

advantage of the resounding qualities of the amplified instrument. This resonance, 

coupled with the pianist plucking, pounding, and tapping on the strings and soundboard, 

creates a wide variety of timbres and mimic the sounds one might encounter in nature. In 

her article on Crumb’s River of Life, Abigail Shupe elaborates on the significance of 

Crumb’s use of resonance coupled with percussion, observing that the composer 

favors particular percussion timbres and sounds that recall analogous 
natural sounds, especially those that mimic echoes, water or insect 
noises…. By combining timbres that imitate natural sounds with songs 
that refer to death, Crumb weaves the concepts of death and the afterlife 
together with a specific physical landscape.18 
 
Musical settings that reflect a specific natural landscape also reflect a sense of 

nostalgia in Crumb’s music. Similar to Ives, Crumb uses musical quotes to create 

meaning, providing a new context in which to encounter familiar songs. Ancient Voices 

of Children contains notable references to “Der Abschied” from Mahler’s Das Lied von 

der Erde and “Bist du bei mir” from the Notebook of Anna Magdalena Bach. Crumb 

employs reverberance to amplify this nostalgia. The ringing expansiveness of the music 

 
18 Abigail Shupe, “Crossing Over, Returning Home: Expressions of Death as a Place in George Crumb’s 
River of Life,” in Singing Death: Reflections on Music and Mortality, ed. Helen Dell and Helen M. Hickey 
(London: Taylor & Francis Group, 2017), 44.  
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suspends time, while his eclectic use of old and new instrumentation in his ensembles 

further connects the past to the present.  

 The concept of time fascinates Crumb, connecting to the themes of nature, life, 

and death. To that end, Crumb often utilizes circular scoring to visually and musically 

allude to the life cycle. As Shupe notes, this visual technique relates to the concept of 

infiniteness. When paired with momentary fragments, it represents life and death 

simultaneously.19 Circular scoring can be found in many of Crumb’s pieces, including 

Night Music, The River of Life and Ancient Voices of Children. Crumb’s copious use of 

silence in his compositions can also be connected to the theme of time. Often featured in 

his scores as increments of seconds rather than notated rhythmically, expansive silences 

between musical passages allows for each fragment to be as resonant as possible. These 

silences enhance the sensation of time suspended for listeners.  

Crumb values the almost infinite amount of musical knowledge that modern 

composers have at their disposal. What constituted as “exotic” for composers of the past 

seems to pale in comparison to today’s understanding of other cultures. Crumb’s pieces 

often include international and non-conventional instruments. In Ancient Voices of 

Children alone, Crumb makes use of Tibetan prayer stones, Chinese temple gongs, a 

musical saw, and a toy piano. He has also expressed his enjoyment of percussive 

instruments, including the tam-tam, which relate back to Crumb’s predilection for 

reverberant sounds.  

 
19 Ibid., 49.   
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No discussion of Crumb’s aesthetic is complete without the acknowledgement of 

his fascination with the poet Federico García Lorca. In her article on Crumb’s Lorca 

cycle, Nancy Lopez-Aranguren notes that  

Crumb’s music, which emphasized alternately the liberating feelings 
inspired by the rhythms of nature and the alienating ones inspired feeling 
divorced from them, illustrate the degree to which Lorca’s poetry, from 
beginning to end, does too.20  
 

Many of Crumb’s compositions were inspired by Lorca’s poetry, including Ancient 

Voices of Children; Songs Drones and Refrains of Death; Federico's Little Songs for 

Children; Night of the Four Moons; and three books of Madrigals. In the titles of Lorca’s 

poems alone, the parallels between the composer and poet are apparent. Crumb’s 

curiosity with life and death is immediately present in Lorca’s dark poetry. Crumb was 

quoted as saying that Lorca’s poetry appeals to him in its ability to evoke the spirit of the 

earth, referring to the passionate impulse as duende.21 

Crumb’s compositions also prevalently use a style of notation called Augenmusik. 

The composer’s scores are often quite artistically notated, and Lopez-Aranguren remarks 

that “visual symbolism, especially of natural forces and natural phenomena, is an 

essential characteristic of Crumb’s music”22.  The artistry of Crumb’s notational style is 

apparent in a vast array of his music, from the curvature of the piano notation in 

Apparition, to the use of astronomical signs in his notation of Makrokosmos.  

 
20 Nancy Lopez-Aranguren, “George Crumb’s Lorca Settings,” Anales De La Literatura Española 
Contemporánea 11, no 1 (1986): 188. 
 
21 Ibid., 178. 
 
22 Ibid., 179. 
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Makrokosmos, P.19 
 

Makrokosmos, Volume 1 by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1974 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved. 

 
 

Figure 1. Example of Augenmusik  
 

 

Crumb often emphasizes the visual aspect of his music in his performance notes. 

He consistently remarks on dramatic delivery, including instructions for attire, lighting, 

and movement. For Vox Balaenae, Crumb suggests that  
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each of the three performers is required to wear a black half-mask or 
(visor-mask). The masks, by effacing the sense of human projection, are 
intended to represent, symbolically, the powerful impersonal forces of 
nature (i.e., nature dehumanized). I have also suggested that the work be 
performed under a deep stage lighting.23  
 
What makes Crumb’s eclectic approach to composition cohesive and compelling 

to a listener? Symmetry plays a large part of Crumb’s compositional output, and the 

composer frequently uses arch form to achieve this goal. In his exploration of the pitch 

content from Crumb’s Night of the Four Moons, Edward Pearsall illustrates that the four 

pitch sets of the songs are a mirror image of one another, creating a sense of musical 

structure.24 Crumb’s Apparition is yet another example of the composer’s penchant for 

symmetry. The beginning and end of this song cycle for voice and piano are both titled 

“The Night in Silence Under Many a Star” and contain the same musical and textual 

content, with minimal variations, to create a circuitous and symmetrical form.  

Crumb creates further momentum and unity in his music with additive motivic 

themes. He often begins pieces with small fragments, building upon them to develop 

larger themes within a piece. The composer observes that, “basically, this method of 

construction consists of elaboration and expansion of minute pitch and rhythmic 

elements. From these I tend to build larger shapes, as opposed to beginning with and 

working with larger units”25.  There are parallels between Crumb’s compositional style 

 
23 Borroff, Three American Composers, 242.  
 
24 Edward Pearsall, “Symmetry and Goal-Directed Motion in Music by Béla Bartók and George Crumb,” 
Tempo 58, no. 228 (2004): 32.  
 
25 Vernon Shuffett, “The Music, 1971-1975, of George Crumb: A Style Analysis” (PhD diss., Peabody 
Institute of the Johns Hopkins University, 1979), 459.  
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and forms that are typically found in tonal music. Crumb’s additive style of writing is not 

unlike sonata form, which involves the development of thematic material, or Wagner’s 

Leitmotif, which involves the connection of musical themes to poetic content. In addition 

to his use of symmetry and motivic development of small themes, Crumb creates unity 

within the texture of his settings, particularly through rhythmic and dynamic 

articulation.26 Richard Bass succinctly observes that: 

…through analysis of Crumb’s music, we can understand its structure as a 
set of relationships and formal processes that include contrast and 
restatement, varied repetition and development, long-range composing out 
of musical ideas, and underlying motivic connections, all of which 
cooperate to provide both a sense of unity and a structural contour that is 
organized around specific points of articulation or musical goals.27 

 
Many critics of post-tonal music argue that the repertoire has more mathematical 

than musical interest, but the value of Crumb’s music lies not in its structure but in its 

tremendous capacity for musical expression. In his article on Crumb’s music, David 

Henahan advocates for post-tonal music, remarking that 

Intuition is still the real composer's truest guide, and whatever their 
convictions about rationality, one can discern in the closely calculated 
scores of Milton Babbitt, say, or Elliott Carter the same reverence from 
number and form that inspired Pythagoras and his mystical music of the 
spheres. And similarly, the music of Crumb while avoiding certain 
conventional tools such as counterpoint, is as tightly organized and 
internally consistent as any Pythagorean theorem. The best music always 
results, as Alban Berg put it, from ecstasies of logic.28 
 

 
26 Borroff, Three American Composers, 203. 
 
27 Richard Bass, "‘Approach Strong Deliveress!’ from George Crumb’s Apparition: A Case Study in 
Analysis and Performance of Post-Tonal Music," Journal of Music Theory Pedagogy 16 (2002): 59-60. 
 
28 Donald Henahan, “Crumb, the Tone Poet,” The New York Times, May 11, 1975, 3.  
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Henahan asserts that regardless of the complexity of musical construction, there is an 

incredible amount of expressive potential in post-tonal repertoire. In regard to George 

Crumb, performers can be assured that an exploration of his compositions will lead to 

ample opportunity for a fulfilling musical experience. Even upon a first listen, Crumb’s 

music is captivating and meditative, but there is still room for further study for listeners 

and performers alike. Like any Brahms symphony, Puccini opera, or Mozart concerto, an 

understanding of the musical structure and context creates more fulfilling and expressive 

performances. Crumb’s music provides an excellent example of the value of performer 

interpretation and the potential of post-tonal music. Richard Bass states that  

the goal is not to achieve consensus about a certain set of interpretive 
decisions, but rather to engage students in a discussion that centers on 
connections between analytical findings and musical structure. When 
analysis is able to bring together aspects of compositional structure, 
performance and listening in this way, it can be especially rewarding.29   
 

A willingness to explore this repertoire and any others that may be out of our comfort 

zone is crucial if we as performers are to keep classical music alive and thriving.  

  

 
29 Richard Bass, “Approach,” 77.  
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CHAPTER 3 

FEDERICO GARCÍA LORCA 

 

Outwardly a cheerful, passionate, and charismatic individual, Federico García 

Lorca concealed a conflicted and melancholy nature behind his joie de vivre. This duality 

presents itself in the artist’s eclectic output, from his early Libro de Poemas to his trilogy 

of rural tragedies. While the specter of death and suffering pervades Lorca’s work, it also 

goes hand-in-hand with his love for the Andalusian landscape and an unrelenting passion 

for life. His ability to juxtapose these extremes while conveying a universal sense of 

suffering and longing is one of the many reasons his work is so celebrated.  

Undoubtedly the most significant Spanish writer of the twentieth century, Lorca’s 

work is incredibly evocative, full of vivid imagery that clearly conveys emotional 

content, often without narrative cohesion. Lorca’s work is an homage to the cultural and 

literary heritage of Spain, but is still wholly individualistic and innovative. This chapter 

explores Lorca’s short and conflicted life to analyze the themes that thread through his 

work and deciphers them by examining pieces within his oeuvre. An investigation of his 

life will reveal a man torn between his Catholic upbringing and desire to remain in good 

social standing with his friends and family and his resentment at the constraints placed 

upon him by these social and religious expectations. 

Federico García Lorca was born on June 5th, 1898 to an affluent family in Fuente 

Vaqueros, a province of Granada, Spain. His father, who had inherited large settlements 

upon his first wife’s death, invested wisely into the fertile land of Granada, and 
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consequently, the García Lorcas were one of the wealthiest families in the area. While his 

privileged upbringing afforded the young Federico with the opportunities and education 

to pursue his artistic endeavors, his idyllic childhood in Fuente Vaqueros would be at the 

center of Lorca’s poetic, musical, and visual aesthetic. His deep love of Andalusia and its 

people is unmistakable in his visually evocative style of writing and is in many respects a 

celebration of the beautiful landscape of his homeland.  

Lorca’s artistic gifts were apparent from a young age, and he was regarded as a 

musical prodigy. His affinity for music was unsurprising, as the poet came from a long 

line of musically gifted individuals. On his father’s side alone, Lorca’s Uncle Luis was a 

skilled pianist and flautist, also played the bandurria, and was a friend to the great 

Spanish composer Manuel de Falla, with whom Lorca himself would eventually become 

friends. 30 Additionally, Lorca’s great-uncle was a well know minstrel and songwriter 

who published a book of verse called Siemprevivas. In his extensive biography of Lorca, 

Ian Gibson comments on the influence Lorca’s artistically gifted family had on the young 

poet, observing that “there is no doubt that Lorca both met and revered his wayward 

great-uncle, many of whose verses he appears to have known by heart”31.  

The women of his family also had considerable influence on the young Lorca. His 

grandmother, Isabel Rodríguez, was particularly well-read and exposed the poet at a 

young age to the work of Victor Hugo. His Aunt Isabel, who was a talented singer and 

 
30 A plucked string instrument similar to the mandolin, traditionally used in Spanish folk music.  

31 Ian Gibson, García Lorca: A Life (New York: Pantheon Books, 1989), 8.  
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guitarist, gave Lorca guitar lessons as a child. Most importantly, Lorca’s mother, who 

had been a schoolteacher before she married his father, was a consistent source of support 

and encouragement throughout his life. In regard to his mother, Lorca said “I owe her 

everything I am and everything I will be”32. 

His mother’s devout Catholicism meant that Lorca was frequently at church. The 

pomp and circumstance of the Catholic Mass greatly appealed to Lorca. His flair for the 

dramatic meant that he was constantly performing for his friends and family in Fuente 

Vaqueros. Lorca’s energy and enthusiasm would draw people in for the entirety of his 

life. The young Lorca would often “perform” a Mass service, and as David Johnston 

notes in his biography of the poet, Lorca had a “growing fascination with the ritual of the 

liturgy, a fascination which was later both to influence his love for the theater and to 

transform itself loosely into the ritualistic elements of his dramas”33. Lorca was further 

drawn to the theater when a touring puppet show came into his village, and his interest in 

theater, puppetry and arts accessibility would be apparent in the poet’s work. As a young 

man and adult, Lorca’s religious beliefs and love for his mother would become a source 

of great anxiety and sorrow for the poet, who knew that if he ever revealed his 

homosexuality, he would be rejected by both his church and his family. The reluctance of 

his friends and family to speak on Lorca’s sexuality, even years after his death, made it 

clear that the poet’s fears were not unfounded.  

 
32 Ibid., 15. 
 
33 David Johnston, Federico García Lorca (Bath, Somerset, England: Absolute Press, 1998), 26. 
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The García Lorcas moved from Fuente Vaqueros to the more urban Granada in 

1909, and Lorca lamented the loss of his childhood home. Although he may have left his 

hometown, Lorca’s large extended family visited Granada frequently. While there, Lorca 

demonstrated a burning desire to pursue a musical career, but his parents were not 

convinced that such a profession would be a good choice for their son. They insisted that 

he apply himself to a more secure vocation. At the urging of his parents, Lorca pursued a 

law degree at the University of Granada in 1914. He would prove to be a poor student, 

barely passing his classes. Lorca would never utilize the degree after he graduated. 

Despite Lorca’s indifference to his studies, his time at the university was not wholly 

unproductive. He distinguished himself as a talented poet and writer in addition to his 

musical aptitude. Lorca would later write that “since his parents refused to allow him to 

move to Paris to continue his musical studies, and his music teacher died, García Lorca 

turned his creative urges to poetry”34. 

One course in particular, Theory of Literature and Arts, profoundly influenced the 

young student. His professor, Martín Domínguez Berrueta, took his students on multiple 

trips around the country, touring places like Madrid, El Escorial, Avila, Salamanca, 

Zamora, Santiago de Compostela, La Coruña, Lugo, León, Burgos, and Segovia.35 While 

exploring these cities, Berrueta also arranged for his students to meet and hear the work 

of poets like Miguel de Unamuno and Antonio Machado. Berrueta also exposed Lorca to 

 
34 Ibid., 47. 
 
35 Ibid., 49. 
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artwork and architecture. Lorca was particularly captivated by the work of painter Juan 

Valdés Leal, who shared his morbid interest in death. Lorca kept journals throughout 

these school trips, which became the basis for his first published piece, Impressions and 

Landscapes. These poems reflected Lorca’s captivation with his homeland, both the good 

and the bad. While not a sensation, this book did modestly well in Granada. Lorca’s early 

work is often criticized as being overly romantic and derivative of outdated poetic forms, 

but Impressions undoubtedly showed his potential.  

In 1919, Lorca moved to Madrid to broaden his horizons as an artist. He was 

granted admission to the Residencia Estudiantes, an experimental boarding house 

modeled after Oxford and Cambridge that exposed young students to a wider variety of 

vocations and experiences. Students staying at the Residencia Estudiantes received a 

myriad of learning opportunities, including access to a substantial library and frequent 

guest lecturers. Many prominent musicians, performers and writers visited the Residencia 

Estudiantes, including Manuel de Falla, Paul Valéry, H.G. Wells, Wanda Landowska and 

Darius Milhaud. 

It was at that the Residencia Estudiantes that Lorca met Luis Buñuel and Salvador 

Dalí, and his friendships with the famed filmmaker and surrealist artist would have a 

monumental effect on the poet’s aesthetic. All three artists came from affluent 

backgrounds and shared similar interests, particularly a fascination with death and 

distaste for the constraints of religion and society.36 Lorca, Buñuel and Dalí would 

 
36 Ibid., 54.  
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flourish in their respective fields, and their years of friendship at the Residencia 

Estudiantes gave each man the opportunity to develop and explore his artistic interests. 

Dalí said of Lorca,  

The personality of Federico García Lorca produced an immense 
impression upon me. The poetic phenomenon in its entirety and ‘in the 
raw’ presented itself before me suddenly in flesh and bone, confused, 
blood red, viscous and sublime, quivering with 1000 fires of darkness and 
of subterranean biology, like all matter endowed with the originality of its 
own form.37  
 

Lorca was also enamored with the Catalonian artist, saying,  

Each day I become more sensitive to Dali’s talent…What is most moving 
to me about him at present is his delirium of construction, in which he 
aims to create nothing by dint of efforts made and thunderbolts hurled 
with a faith and intensity that seem unbelievable….Dali arouses in me the 
same pure emotion…as does the infant Jesus without shelter in 
Bethlehem, with the entire germ of the crucifixion already latent beneath 
the straw of the manger.38  
 

The young poet held a deep affection for Dalí that was clearly mutual, and Lorca even 

visited the painter in his family home several times over the course of their friendship. 

Whether or not their relationship was romantic remains unconfirmed but seems likely.  

The painter himself revealed in an interview late in his life with Lorca scholar Ian Gibson 

that “it was not simple friendship but a very strong erotic passion”39. Lorca’s romantic 

feelings for the painter may have been apparent but were never overtly articulated. The 

pressure to conform to heterosexual “normality” tormented him throughout his entire life, 

 
37 Londré, Federico García Lorca, 10. 
 
38 Ibid., 10.  
 
39 Johnston, Federico García Lorca, 70. 
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and the theme of unfulfilled love appears consistently in all of his artistic output. 

However discreet the poet was, rumors about his sexuality would haunt him, causing a 

rift in his friendships with Buñuel and Dalí.  

In spite of the tension his sexuality created, Lorca managed to publish some of his 

most widely read works between 1919 and 1928, during his stay at the Residencias 

Estudiante. This output included his first book of poetry, Libro de Poemas (1921), 

Canciones (1927), and the wildly popular Romancero Gitano (1928), which endowed 

Lorca with a suffocating level of literary fame. Libro de Poemas is full of nostalgia for 

his childhood in Fuente Vaqueros. The poet himself wrote in the collection’s introduction 

that “I offer in this book, which is entirely youthful ardor, torture and measureless 

ambition, the exact image of my days of adolescence and youth, those days that bind the 

present instant with my recent infancy itself”40.  

A longing for Fuente Vaqueros would pervade the whole of Lorca’s oeuvre, and the 

natural beauty of his homeland would be a source of constant inspiration for Lorca. The 

bucolic environment in which the poet grew was, to him, a veritable musical paradise. 

Reflecting on his childhood, Lorca said:  

When I was a child, I lived in the very heart of nature. And like all 
children, I attributed to each thing its own personality, each piece of 
furniture, each tree, each stone. There were some poplars at the back of 
my house. And one afternoon, I realized they were singing. The wind, as it 
passed between their branches, produced an arrangement of notes and 
tones that I thought of as music. And I would spend long hours singing 
along with the poplars.41  

 
40 Michael Iarocci, “Romanticism, Transcendence, and Modernity in Lorca's Libro De Poemas, or the 
Adventures of a Snail," Bucknell Review 45, no.1 (2001): 120. 
 
41 Johnston, Federico García Lorca, 28.  
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The beautiful landscape of his homeland is the origin of Lorca’s spiritual connection with 

nature, where the poet found an endless source of empathy. To Lorca’s readers, it is 

abundantly clear that “one of his great abilities [is] the fixing of emotion in and through 

very real elements in the natural world”42. The poet’s connection to nature is clearly 

shown in this excerpt from Lorca’s Dos lunas de tarde: 

 
La luna está muerta, muerta;  The moon is dead, dead; 
pero resucita en la primavera.  it will come back to life in the spring.    

Cuando en la frente de los chopos  When a south wind  
se rice el viento del Sur.  ruffles the brow of the poplars.    

Cuando den nuestros corazones  when our hearts yield  
su cosecha de suspiros.  their harvest of sighs.    

Cuando se pongan los tejados  when the roofs wear 
sus sombreritos de yerba.  their little grass hats.    

 La luna está muerta, muerta;  The moon is dead, dead; 
pero resucita en la primavera.  it will come back to life in the spring.43 

 

Like his beloved Fuente Vaqueros, the city of Granada also appears frequently in 

Lorca’s poetry and literature. His works are filled with references to the city, from its 

Moorish architecture and abundant fountains to the Guadalquivir and Genil rivers and the 

interest in smaller art forms, which were abundant in the city. Gibson notes that  

Lorca never ceased to ponder on the personality of Granada, and came to 
locate in what he called ‘the aesthetic of the diminutive’ – the love of 

 
42 Ibid., 35. 
 
 
 

43 Sarah Arvio, Poet in Spain (New York: Alfred A Knopf, 2017), 69. 
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small things, the care over detail – the essence of Granadine art, which 
expresses the ‘retiring, introspective personality of the city.’44 

 
The natural landscape of his country was the inspiration for the evocative imagery in 

Lorca’s early poetic output. He uses the beauty of his homeland to evoke a deep sense of 

sorrow and the irredeemable loss of a childhood innocence. Nigel Dennis asserts that this 

melancholy ties to Lorca’s sexual awakening, unfulfilled love, and fascination with 

death.45 The juxtaposition of the bucolic paradise of Andalusia and a morbid, often 

violent fascination with death, creates a potent tension in his writing.  Dennis Perri 

observes that  

Lorca’s poetry reveals an artistic world teeming with the tensions and 
dramatic conflicts inherent in his vision of life. To communicate this 
vision and to transform it into a unified experience Lorca consistently 
probes the outer limits of poetic language.46  

 
While Lorca’s early work may have been criticized by his colleagues for be being 

overly romanticized, the poetry written during Lorca’s years at the Residencia 

displays the themes of nature, death, and nostalgia that would dominate his later 

mature works.  

In addition to publishing several books of poems while at the Residencia, Lorca also 

devoted time to drawing. He was an artist with some skill, and Dalí most certainly 

 
44 Gibson, Federico García Lorca, 36. 
 
45 Nigel Dennis, ““La Desesperación De La Tinta””: García Lorca and the Failure of the Word,” Romance 
Quaterly 54, no. 4 (2011): 290. 
 
46 Dennis Perri, "Tension, Speaker, and Experience in Poema Del Cante Jondo," Revista Hispánica 
Moderna 39, no.1 (1976): 1.  
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influenced his visual aesthetic. There are roughly 150 known drawings by Lorca, many of 

which can be found in the headings and margins of letters to friends and family. Lorca’s 

time with Dalí proved to be the most fruitful for his visual output, and his work was even 

showcased at the Dalmatio galleries in Barcelona in 1927. During his time at the 

Residencia Estudiantes, Lorca primarily used colored pencils to create artwork full of 

childish ingenuousness and surrealist qualities that recall Miró, Tanguy, and Ernst.47  

 

 

 
1927, Ink and Colored Pencils on Paper, 30.2 x 23.5 cm, Museo Casa de los Tiros de 

Granada, Granada 
 

Figure 2. Federico García Lorca, El Beso 
 

 

 
47 Londré, Federico García Lorca, 95. 
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Lorca’s passion for connecting art forms would lead him to develop an interest in the 

folk music of his country. It was the marriage of text and music that drew Lorca to the 

musical form of cante jondo. Cante jondo, which translates to “deep song,” is a style of 

flamenco with roots in a wide variety of musical traditions. Lorca was drawn to the folk 

songs and speech patterns of his country and had a lifelong interest in Romani culture, 

believing them to be the “guardians and vibrant transmitters of the culture of deep 

song”48. Cante jondo has no clear genesis, as it was an aural tradition before composers 

like Manuel de Falla and Federico García Lorca made a considerable effort to catalogue 

and preserve the songs in the 1920s. This interest paralleled the work being done by their 

contemporaries Bartók and Stravinsky in eastern Europe.  

There are many variations of cante jondo, but Lorca was especially drawn to the 

siguiriya gitana and the saeta forms. The saeta was typically used during the Catholic Holy 

Week processions and most often consisted of a single stanza without a refrain. Like all 

forms of cante jondo, an exact etymology is hard to ascertain, but the saeta has roots in the 

Easter Passion plays that “grew out of the liturgy of the church and the religious drama of 

the middle ages”49. Lorca’s fascination with the spectacle and drama of the Catholic liturgy 

made the saeta profoundly appealing. Typically sung a cappella, it is a musical prayer 

meditating on the suffering of Christ, his mother, Mary, and the crucifixion and frequently 

features bloody imagery.50 

 
48 Johnston, Federico García Lorca, 78.  
 
49 Edward Stanton, The Tragic Myth (Lexington, Kentucky: The University Press of Kentucky, 1978), 101.  
 
50 Ibid., 96. 
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The siguiriya gitana combines influences from both the medieval Arab presence in 

Spain and the arrival of the Roma during the Renaissance. Romani singers became 

virtuosic interpreters of the siguiriya gitana, incorporating their unique style and language.  

In his book on Lorca and cante jondo, Edward Stanton observes that through the Romanis’ 

impassioned interpretations, “cante jondo absorbed some of the elements of Hindu chant: 

modulation by semitones; a reduced melodic range; and the almost obsessive repetition of 

a single note—a technique common to certain forms of incantation”51. As a homosexual 

who was made to feel like he didn’t belong in his own country, Lorca felt a sense of kinship 

with Andalusia’s Romani population. Stanton notes that it was  

through the figure of the [Romani], in the most direct way, [that] Lorca 
was depicting his own desire to live a life unencumbered by traditional 
conventions and strictures, as well as exploring the labyrinths and dark 
corners of the world of the emotions and instincts more generally.52  
 

Furthermore, the universally inherited suffering of his country drew Lorca to the Romani 

experience. The poet said, “being born in Granada has helped me to understand and feel 

for all those who suffer persecution – the [Romani], the Black, the Jew and the Moor, 

which all Granadinos carry inside themselves”53. Lorca’s Romancero Gitanos enjoyed 

such success because they create a world with which all readers could identify. 

As a whole, cante jondo attracted Lorca because the poetry and music most often 

utilized dark imagery to describe incredible sorrow. Stanton notes that these “basic motifs 

 
51 Ibid., 4. 
 
52 Ibid., 80. 
 
53 Ibid., 51. 
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and themes are common to both Lorca's poetry and the world of flamenco: pena negra, the 

Andalusian sense of pain and suffering; the guitar; the bull and bullfighting”54. Themes of 

death, anguish, despair and religious uncertainty permeate cante jondo repertoire, and a 

largely nocturnal landscape creates the backdrop to its gloomy world.  

To perform cante jondo necessitates an intense connection to profound emotional 

experience, called duende. Duende is rooted to the dark and negative aspects of life, 

including the theme of death. Johnston notes that   

Lorca saw duende as the shiver of response produced in the listener or 
spectator by the projection of emotional intensity against the constant 
awareness of death’s inevitability…the duende re-orientates the listener or 
spectator towards the deepest root of his or her being.55  

 
Lorca was not alone in his connection to duende; the consciousness of death manifests 

itself in a significant amount of Spanish artwork, whether it be a dark color palette in a 

piece of art, dissonance in music, or tragedy in poetry.56 The popular sport of bullfighting 

was also frequently connected to duende. Certainly no one was more aware of the specter 

of death than a toreador. Lorca himself was drawn to the sport, and when his close friend 

was gored and killed by a bull during a fight, he composed one of his most well-loved 

poems in his friend’s memory, Llanto por Ignacio Sánchez Mejias. Lorca was known for 

his exuberance, and the frequent performances he would give, regardless of who was in 

his audience. While he might have been known for his charm and charisma, the carefree 

 
54 Ibid., xi.  
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and lighthearted façade Lorca showed to his friends concealed frequent bouts of 

depression and sorrow: 

Federico seemed above all else the powerful enchanter, the dissipator of 
sadness and sorrow, casting spells of happiness, conjuring joy, dominating 
the shadows, which he dispelled with his very presence…but his heart was 
not a happy one. He was capable of all the happiness in the universe; but 
in the deepest core of his being, perhaps like all poets, he knew no real 
happiness.57  

 
For Lorca, who knew that he would be rejected by many of his friends and family were 

he to reveal the source of his depression, the dark nature and sense of duende in cante 

jondo provided an expressive outlet for Lorca.   

While the success of his Romancero Gitano afforded Lorca financial independence 

and fame, it also made it even harder for him to maintain his heterosexual façade. In 

addition to the stress that fame put upon him, Lorca was also gutted by the reaction to his 

work by his Residencia companions, Dalí and Buñuel, who were extremely critical of the 

collection. Further strain was put on the trio’s friendship in 1929, with the premiere of 

Buñuel’s first film, co-written by Dalí, Un Chien Andalou. The title alone held 

derogatory implications for the Andalusian poet, but the film also included elements of 

impotence and transvestitism that Lorca took as references to his “abnormal” sexuality.  

Lorca was looking for an escape from Spain, and when he discovered that a friend of 

the family would be lecturing at Columbia University, he decided to register for English 

courses over the summer. Lorca’s sense of isolation only increased upon his arrival in 

 
57 Johnston, Federico García Lorca, 12. 
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New York. Not only was he a foreigner with only a minimal grasp of the language, but he 

arrived in the city just in time for the stock market crash. Lorca witnessed several 

suicides, giving the poet a largely negative impression of urban living. He would describe 

the city’s ''extrahuman architecture, its furious rhythm, its geometry and anguish''58.  

The poet expressed his astonishment and repulsion at the city’s destruction of nature 

in his Poeta en Nueva York. In her biography of Lorca, Leslie Stainton observes that 

these poems delineate the emergence of Lorca’s more mature output, demonstrating his 

“desire to achieve the artistic transformation of a chaotic, brutal, materialistic 

society…This concern necessitated the multivalent prospective and broader 

communicative system of the theater”59. The poetry highlights man’s divorce from nature 

and includes many instances of urban violence against the planet.  

 

Con el árbol de muñones que no canta With the limbless tree that cannot sing 
 y el niño con el blanco rostro de huevo. and the boy with the white egg face. 60 
 

The urban surroundings of New York were a far cry from the beaty of his own Fuente 

Vaqueros. A sense of anonymity and isolation is keenly felt by the poet in Poeta en 

Nueva York:  

 

 
58 Leslie Stainton, Lorca, A Dream of Life (New York: Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 1999), Chap. 14, Kindle. 
 
59 Londré, Federico García Lorca, 128. 
 
60 Federico García Lorca, Pablo Medina and Mark Statman, Poet in New York (New York: Grove Press, 
2008), 5. 
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Tropezando con mi rostro distinto de cada 
día. 

Stumbling onto my face, different every 
day. 

¡Asesinado por el cielo!  Murdered by the sky! 61 
 

However detached Lorca may have felt from such a metropolitan environment, 

his time in America influenced him greatly as an artist. The spectacle of Broadway 

interested him in particular. He was also exposed to Spanish translations of the work of 

T.S. Elliot and Walt Whitman. Lorca was particularly moved by the latter’s work, 

“abandon[ing] the classical rhyme and metric schemes of previous work and embrac[ing] 

Whitman’s long, declarative sentences and free-verse form”62. Lorca would go on to 

write an ode to the poet in his collection: 

 

Ni un solo momento, viejo hermoso Walt 
Whitman, 

Not for one moment, beautiful old Walt 
Whitman, 

he dejado de ver tu barba llena de 
mariposas. 

have I not seen your beard full of 
butterflies.63  

 

Lorca was also deeply affected by the plight of New York’s African-American 

community. Similar to the Roma in his own country, Lorca was profoundly moved by a 

group of people who faced such incredible adversity and yet somehow still managed to 

thrive in spite of such injustices.  

 
61 Ibid., 5.  
 
62 Dinitia Smith, "Poetic Love Affair With New York," New York Times, July 4, 2000, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2000/07/04/books/poetic-love-affair-with-new-york-for-garcia-lorca-city-was-
spiritual-metaphor.html?auth=login-facebook. 
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Aman el azul desierto, They love the blue desert, 
las vacilantes expresiones bovinas,  the swaying bovine expressions, 
la mentirosa luna de los polos, the lying moon of the poles, 
la danza curva del agua en la orilla. the water’s curved dance at the shore. 64  

 

 

The more sexually open environment of the city also allowed the poet to become 

more comfortable with his own homosexuality. Lorca described it as “the most important 

black city in the world, where lewdness has a touch of innocence that makes it unsettling 

and religious”65. When the city proved too overwhelming for Lorca, he spent some time 

in Vermont with his friend Phillip Cumming and his family. Vermont’s bucolic 

environment and rural population inspired a series of poems. Even in this pastoral 

landscape, Lorca’s poetry still reflected isolation and a constant awareness of death. New 

York had confronted him with death on a different level: “mass life, mass misery and 

mass death had made him both more personal and more impersonal and certainly more 

profoundly sad: his poems became more introspective, his dramatic work more 

impersonal and searching”66. While Lorca’s time in the United States was artistically 

fruitful, his disinterest in the English language and New York City’s fast-paced urban 

lifestyle left him feeling isolated and unhappy. He was relieved to leave New York in 

order to lecture in Cuba and explore Havana’s Latin culture.  

 
 

64 Ibid., 20. 
 
 

65 Londré, Federico García Lorca, 130. 
 
66 Arturo Barea, Lorca, the Poet and his People (New York: Grove Press, 1958), 69. 
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Upon his return home to Granada, Lorca devoted himself to theater, forming the 

theatrical group La Baracca in 1932. The recently formed Second Republic established 

the Ministry of Cultural Information in an effort to combat widespread illiteracy and 

encourage a sense of national unity. This government support funded Lorca’s theater 

company while allowing him to expose the public to classical Spanish theater through 

free productions. In theater, he found that “the joining of singer, dancer, musician and 

public approached the ideal of a composite art form for which he sought expression all 

his life”67.  In a lecture entitled Talk about the Theater, Lorca stated that 

The theater is one of the most useful and expressive instruments for the 
edification of a country as well as the barometer that measures its 
greatness or decline. A theater that is sensitive and properly oriented at all 
levels from tragedy to vaudeville can effect a change in people’s outlook 
in just a few years, while a decadent theater where hooves substitute for 
wings can cheapen an entire nation and put it to sleep. The theater is a 
school of tears and laughter and a public forum where old and dubious 
morals can be put on trial and where living examples can be used to 
analyze eternal norms in the hearts and minds of man…Theater must 
impose itself on the public and not the audience on the theatre.68  
 
Lorca’s company La Baracca travelled to rural areas to bring thirteen productions 

to seventy-four villages in their country Lorca worked many jobs in the troupe, including 

speaking to audience members as well as directing productions. He honed his skills as a 

playwright, explored avenues of visual aesthetic in the theater, and reacquainted himself 

with Spanish folk life. As with all of his artistic output, Lorca aimed to fully engage his 

 
67 Stanton, The Tragic Myth, X. 
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audiences; as Edwin Honig observes in his article on the poet’s output, “Lorca, as the 

poet turned dramatic inventor and impresario, was seeking to astound as well as to re-

educate a twentieth century audience grown sluggish on the prosaic fare of a "realistic" 

theatre”69. 

While he had written several plays earlier in his career, the 1930’s would see the 

production of Lorca’s most widely translated and performed theatrical works, the trilogy 

of rural tragedies Blood Wedding, Yerma, and The House of Bernarda Alba. Combining 

the lyrical qualities of his earlier works with the surrealist and experimental nature of his 

more mature poetry, “Lorca's dramatic technique in the rural tragic trilogy places them in 

a stylistic twilight zone swinging between realistic and poetic drama”70. Blood Wedding, 

Yerma, and The House of Bernarda Alba were not conceived as a trilogy, but they are 

connected thematically. Lorca set each of these plays in rural Andalusia, loosely basing 

two of the pieces on real events. The struggle of conforming to societal constraints 

suffuses each play, and while Lorca claimed that he was not political, his plays often 

questioned the moral validity of prevalent values while also suggesting that living 

according to the rules could be destructive.71 Themes of international social injustice 

connect many of Lorca’s works, and, as a homosexual man in the early twentieth century, 

he was undoubtedly aware of the dangers of social antipathy. The themes of sexual 

 
69 Edwin Honig, "Dimensions of Imagery and Action in the Work of García Lorca," Poetry 63 (1943): 38. 
 
70 Bilha Blum, ""Silencio, He Dicho!" Space, Language, and Characterization as Agents of Social Protest in 
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anxiety and infertility that Lorca frequently expresses through his female characters are 

particularly relevant, because they reveal his own anxieties about his inability to 

consummate a heterosexual relationship and consequently have children.  

The theater dominated the last six years of Lorca’s life, but he was still producing 

a large amount of poetry, including his elegy for the tragically killed bullfighter Llanto 

por Ignacio Sánchez Mejias, Seis poemas galegos, Sonetos and the Diván del Tamarit. 

The Diván was the largest of these collections, consisting of twenty poems written 

between the years 1931-1934. Although the collection was compiled before Lorca’s 

death, it was not published until years after his assassination. The Diván del Tamarit was 

serves as an homage to Lorca’s cultural heritage, exploring Spain’s Arab roots. The title 

combines the term Diván, which refers to a collection of poetry, Moorish Spain’s 

assembly of governors, and reunion, with Tamarit, the name of both the chief 

administrative office in Moorish Spain and Lorca’s uncle’s estate just outside of Granada, 

Huerta del Tamarit. This collection therefore celebrates the spirit of all southern Spain.72 

Diván del Tamarit is divided into two sections: gacelas and casidas. These labels 

reference Arabic forms of poetry, but the poems themselves are not specifically modeled 

after them, either in meter or theme. Typical themes of Arab-Andalusian poetry, 

including wine, elegy, and panegyric are not to be found often in this collection, while 

Lorca’s omnipresent theme of death is largely absent from Arabic poetry. Anderson notes 
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that “Lorca’s themes and motifs respond in very large part to much more personal 

concerns and exigencies,” and his poetry was rarely conceived in an imitative fashion.73 

While the 1930s were proving to be incredibly artistically productive for Lorca, 

rising political tensions in Spain broke out into civil war, putting the poet in an incredibly 

precarious position. Lorca was not overtly passionate about politics, but his plays, 

particularly the repertoire in his rural trilogy, were clearly critical of the societal 

constraints of Spanish life. He also displayed clear liberal viewpoints during interviews: 

I am totally Spanish, and it would be impossible for me to live outside of 
my geographical boundaries; but I hate whatever is Spanish just for the 
sake of being Spanish and nothing else. I am a brother to all men, and I 
detest anyone who sacrifices himself for an abstract nationalist idea only 
because he loves his country with a blindfold on his eyes. A good Chinese 
is closer to me than a bad Spaniard. I think of Spain and feel Spain in the 
marrow of my bones, but above all I am a citizen of the world and brother 
to all.74 
 

Lorca’s liberal viewpoints, coupled with the rumors of his homosexuality, made him a 

target for the Nationalist rebellion against the Republican government of Spain. In June 

of 1936, against the advice of his friends, Lorca travelled to Granada to celebrate his 

saint’s name day with his family. Later that summer, he was captured by the Nationalist 

regime and executed by firing squad. While Lorca’s body was never recovered, he is said 

to be buried in an unmarked grave by an olive grove near the village of Viznár.  

While his life was cut tragically short, Lorca managed to produce an impressive 

oeuvre in his thirty-eight years, including poetry, drawings, screenplays, theatrical works 
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and musical compositions. His ability to convey intense emotion made his works 

compelling and gripping, just as his charismatic and passionate personality made him a 

desirable companion. More than anything, Lorca’s work creates a sense of universally 

shared sorrow. Through the empathy of nature, we are all connected to each other.  
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CHAPTER 4  

“EL NIÑO BUSCA SU VOZ” 

 

Performers who have an understanding of Crumb and Lorca’s aesthetic can now 

approach Ancient Voices of Children with confidence. For singers in particular, it is 

imperative to not only understand the literal meaning of the text (and how to correctly 

articulate each word) but to also have clear ideas of the emotive connotations and 

implications behind a given verse. Throughout the course of Crumb’s compositional 

career, he was consistently inspired by the poetry of Lorca. Understanding the connection 

between Crumb’s music and Lorca’s poetry can help a performer make clear and 

confident interpretative choices, engaging an audience more readily than a performer who 

is merely following the score’s articulations. An analysis of the poetic source for 

Crumb’s “El niño busca su voz” will enable a deeper understanding of Crumb’s 

compositional choices.  

An early poem from Lorca’s Canciones, “El Niño Mudo” is an excellent example 

of the poet’s juvenilia.  Upon further examination, this poem can give insight into Lorca’s 

inner turmoil. His use of an empathetic natural landscape and childlike innocence allow 

him to allude to his own feelings of impotence and a desperate longing to be heard. 

 

El Niño Mudo  The Mute Child 
El niño busca su voz. The child looks for his voice. 
(La tenia el rey de los grillos.) (The king of crickets has it.) 
En una gota de agua In a drop of water 
buscaba su voz el niño. the child searched for his voice. 
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No la quiero para hablar; I do not want him to speak; 
me haré con ella un anillo I should make a ring 
que llevará mi silencio that my silence will carry 
en su dedo pequeñito. to his littlest finger.   

En una gota de agua In a drop of water 
buscaba su voz el niño. the child searched for his voice.   

(La voz cautiva, a lo lejos, (The captive voice, far from there, 
se ponía un traje de grillo.) puts on a cricket suit.) 75 

 

The element of silence is particularly striking in this short piece. Lorca’s poetry is full 

of allusions to the loss of innocence, adolescent disillusionment, and the sorrow that is 

the price we pay for knowledge. For Lorca, the painful awareness is undoubtedly tied to 

his sexuality and the realization that he could never truly be himself around his friends 

and family. From this perspective, the mute child could be a reference to the poet himself. 

Lorca expressed his frustration at being unable to articulate his emotions overtly in his 

writings, saying “everything seems unfortunate in my poetry…I find cloudy qualities 

where there should be a steady light and I find in everything a painful absence of my own 

and true person”76.  Not only has he lost his childhood innocence and happiness, but he 

has also lost his ability to express himself honestly and freely in the corruption of sexual 

knowledge. Lorca frequently coveted a child’s ability to be unabashedly open. This work 

points to Lorca’s feeling that “before being banished from the paradise of childhood, 
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humans possessed an elemental, uncorrupted voice that allowed them to express 

faithfully and naturally their own feelings and self”77. 

The poet’s desire for the child to remain silent furthers the argument that the mute 

child is Lorca himself: “I do not want him to speak/ No la quiero para hablar”. While 

Lorca’s inner child is searching for his voice and ability to freely communicate - with the 

implication that he will continue to do so in the poem’s strophic content - as an adult, 

Lorca is acutely aware of the dangers of having a voice. He will never publicly express 

his sexuality, and the child will remain forever silenced. Lorca becomes a “textual 

speaker who…mourns the loss of his own purity and innocence but also…his own voice, 

of his ability to speak effectively the intimate truths that emerge from the insistent 

process of self-examination”78. 

The references to nature, particularly water, also recall Lorca’s love of his 

country. In his search for his lost voice, the young man looks in a drop of water, calling 

to mind Granada’s many fountains. Themes of water frequently appear in Lorca’s poetry, 

and it can be difficult to ascertain whether his feelings are positive or negative. As 

Stanton observes  

Lorca's treatment of water is ambiguous and complex. He expressed a 
yearning for the openness and freedom of the sea, yet he possessed a 
strange fear of closed bodies of water. In them he seems to have sensed 
the inescapable circle of fate, the ultimate guilty chambers of the 
unconscious, and the irresistible call of death.79  

 
77 Ibid., 296. 
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The image of a single drop of water also implies confinement. Why does the child 

not search for his voice in the expansiveness of the river or the forest? Perhaps the loss of 

his voice constitutes a disconnect from nature, and his search is limited to that which is 

sterile and divorced from its source. The desire to reconnect with nature, thereby 

regaining his lost childhood innocence, and the sorrow felt at his inability to do so, is a 

conflict that appears time and again in Lorca’s poetry. Johnston asserts that  

…at the heart of Lorca’s poetry and theater is the struggle to return to the 
true soil of belonging, of belonging to oneself, of belonging to nature; it is 
an escape from rational consciousness, an escape which inevitably brings 
the escapee…into the ambit and sway of the human heart of darkness 
itself.80 
 
The child’s voice is not to be found in a drop of water but rather in a cricket that 

is far away: “The king of crickets has it/ La tenia el rey de los grillos.” This is noteworthy 

for several reasons. First, there is a distance between the poet and his voice: “The captive 

voice, far from there/ La voz cautiva, a lo lejos.” His voice has become forever 

unattainable, because he can never return to the innocence of childhood. The disconnect 

between the child and his voice, or the poet and the natural world, is a source of perpetual 

dissension in Lorca’s writing. Honig describes that “there is in Lorca's art the imaginative 

dramatization of conflict between abstract and concrete forces, developing directly from 

his concerns as a poet into his inventions as a dramatist”81. Lorca’s use of 
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anthropomorphism literally gives voice to nature and allows for the poet’s inner strife to 

be outwardly expressed.  

This brief exploration of Lorca’s poetry can give insight into Crumb’s 

compositional choices and allow performers to interpret his music in a meaningful 

manner. With a thorough understanding of the text, performers can now turn to musical 

analysis. As a composer, Crumb was extraordinarily meticulous about the markings in his 

manuscripts. While their aesthetic value is undeniable–a piece of art in itself–the detail in 

the scoring allows for performers, regardless of their familiarity with post tonal music, to 

approach his music with clear guidelines. “El niño busca su voz” is no exception; each 

small melodic fragment is rife with indications on shaping, dynamics, and articulation.  

Illuminating though his scores may be, unless the vocalist has perfect pitch, they 

will face a major challenge in confidently intoning their melodic line. In addition to 

navigating a series of pitches that do not function within the bounds of tonality, the often 

disjunct and rapid melodic fragments require incredible vocal virtuosity. These obstacles 

may seem daunting to a performer who is new to Crumb’s repertoire, but understanding 

the connections between pitches, rhythms and dynamics through each movement will 

alleviate much of this difficulty, as well as give performers the confidence to make 

meaningful interpretive choices. 

The most notable aspect of the movement from the onset is its sparsity. Scored for 

soprano, boy soprano, harp, amplified piano, and tam-tam, there is minimal overlap 

between voices, and the interruptions to a largely monophonic texture always occur at the 

end of a phrase and continue into the next. The two most noticeable overlaps occur at the 
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beginning and end of the percussion fragment at the bottom of the first page: one between 

the soprano and the percussionists on the word “grillo,” and one between the boy soprano 

and the percussionists occurring roughly around the word “buscaba.”  

The movement is largely a solo for the soprano, who sings syllabically until her 

very last phrase. The soprano executes her melodic fragments while singing into the 

piano. According to Crumb’s notes in the score, this choice is “to produce sympathetic 

vibrations. The pianist must keep damper pedal depressed”82. This reverberance is a 

common feature in many of Crumb’s compositions, and he often credited his musical 

aesthetic to the echoing valleys of his native West Virginia.  This resonant aesthetic is 

certainly compatible to Lorca’s, who also took inspiration from the natural landscape of 

his native Andalusia. Lorca’s frequent use of choruses in his verse parallels the echoing 

quality of Crumb’s music. In this particular movement, the sparsity and insulation of 

voices throughout the piece is evocative of the theme of silence and isolation in Lorca’s 

poem.  

Even within a solo line, there are clear distinctions between melodic moments, 

and gestures are broken up into unambiguous fragments with Crumb’s use of breath 

marks and timed out rests. Punctuation can also serve as an indication of the end of a 

phrase and give performers an indication of melodic direction. Crumb often places 

exclamation points at the end of his vocal melismas, which are set to nonsense syllables. 

 
82 George Crumb, Ancient Voices of Children (New York: C.F. Peters Corp, 1970), 1.  
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Such punctuation encourages performers to push towards the ends of phrases with high 

energy.  

 

 
Soprano Line, “El niño busca su voz,” P1, System 5 

 
Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 

Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved. 
 
 

Figure 3.  Forward-Moving Fragment,  

 

The distinct separation between elements, or characters, in the movement also 

speaks to the disconnect between the poet and his voice, and his desire to reconnect to the 

youth and innocence of childhood. It is of particular note that there is no intersection 

between the soprano and the boy soprano throughout the movement. If the soprano 

represents the poet, and the boy soprano is the lost voice for which they are searching, 

then there must be distance between the two.  

The short instrumental sections symbolize nature in this movement and give the 

music a sense of gravitas. The heavy, pointillistic, and accelerating articulation of the 
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piano and harp is followed by the expansive and eerie tenor of the tam-tam, combined 

with whispered text. The mystery and allure of nature appealed to both Crumb and Lorca. 

In his setting of Lorca’s poem, there is a sense of the voice repeatedly getting lost or 

fading away into the instrumental fragments; the poet is lost in the expansiveness of 

nature’s magnetism. While the soprano consistently evaporates into the instrumental 

atmosphere, the boy soprano emerges from the cloud of sound, implying that a child is 

connected with nature while an adult is divorced. 

The soprano eventually sings a portion of Lorca’s text at the bottom of the first 

page, but she generally articulates strictly syllabic content, vocalizing on pure vowel 

sounds, consonant clusters, and single syllable consonant and vowel combinations. The 

vocalist is also required to make various sound effects through the movement, including 

tongue clicks, flutter-tongue trills and a violent exhalation meant to mimic a sneeze. 

Crumb frequently writes vocal lines on pure syllabic content without textual meaning, 

creating an opportunity to explore the musical and aesthetic properties of language that 

may not happen intuitively when text is connected to a narrative. In this first movement 

of Ancient Voices of Children, a wide range of percussive and timbral colors are utilized, 

generating a colorful musical palate from the onset of the piece.  

The exploratory and virtuosic nature of this movement also connects back to 

Lorca’s poetry. In this display of vocal and syllabic variety, there is an acute sense of 

searching, compounded by the isolation and reverberance of the single line. In this 

movement, “Crumb especially seems to restate the mythic function of the recollection of 

origins in utilizing emotive untranslatable syllables. Hums and repeated figures express a 
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primordial searching for words – the idea echoed in the first line of text: a little boy was 

looking for his voice”83. It is also of note that while the soprano only sings a short 

fragment of text at the end of her excerpt, the boy soprano “after-song” is set wholly to 

Lorca’s poetry. His “after-song” is performed from offstage and is heard as a distant, 

remote echo. This section further reinforces the poetic distance between the boy and his 

lost voice, giving the impression that the specter of the poet’s innocence and childhood 

lingers just out of reach. 

The extreme juxtaposition of articulations and dynamics through melodic 

fragments also suggests the experimental nature of the movement. The fragments range 

from pianississimo and staccato to fortississimo and legato. As a performer takes these 

musical and poetic factors into mind, they can begin to make more decisive and clearly 

motivated choices in regard to execution. Application of vibrato from the soprano, for 

instance, could be used to indicate moments of abandon and high energy, such as the 

lyrical, ascending phrases on syllables “ka – i – ha” and “ka – i – o!”  Conversely, 

straight tone would be much more effective on repetitive and controlled fragments, such 

as the soprano’s first iteration of the word “niño” at the bottom of the first page. 

 Crumb’s syllabic setting at the opening of the movement for the soprano often 

juxtaposes voiced versus unvoiced consonants. He frequently uses the unvoiced [k] and 

[h] in repetitive clusters, followed with the voiced [n], rolled [R] and [m] and [w]. Clearly 

distinguishing the difference between these articulations increases the dramatic viability 
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of the movement and allows for a wider range of articulations to be distinguished by the 

audience. A slight increase in aspiration and accent to the unvoiced consonants adds 

percussive momentum and energy to active phrases, while the addition of a [u] as a 

pickup before the [w] intensifies the forward and pointed phrases.  

 

 
  
 

Soprano Line, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 3  
 

 
 
 

Soprano Line, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 3 
  

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
 Corporation. Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights 

reserved. 
 
 

Figure 4.  Execution of Voiced vs. Unvoiced Consonants 

 

Unvoiced – [h:ha] [h:ha] [h:ha] 

Voiced - [(u)wa] [(u)wa] [(u)wa] [(u)wa] 
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The striking contrast of the soprano line to the boy soprano solo should create an 

additional gulf between the two. The “after-song” that should be articulated in a “simple 

and unaffected, even naive” manner.84 The boy soprano’s line should be sung as evenly 

as possible, with minimal inflection, and without the forward momentum of the vocalises 

it follows. The desperation and wildness of the soprano line is made that much more 

acute in light of the child’s effortless and unembellished tune. 

Crumb’s music often sounds ritualistic or spiritual in nature, and the composer 

remains adamant that “there’s some spiritual energy that’s burning all over the world that 

takes different forms. I can see it in music. I can say music is equally religion”85. In “El 

niño busca su voz,” this “energy” often manifests itself in Crumb’s consistent use of 

rapidly repeated fragments, using anywhere from 1- 3 notes over a melodic gesture. 

These repetitive gestures can have multiple performance implications. On the one 

hand, pointillistic and accelerating gestures create an intense and forward momentum to 

the music. Symmetrical phrases on a single note are much more meditative and 

contemplative. With these gestures, Crumb has created clear moments of movement and 

stasis. They also create cohesiveness within the movement, making gestures easily 

discernable to listeners as they return between the more complexly crafted fragments.  

 

 
84 Crumb, Ancient Voices of Children, 2.  
 
85 Edward Strickland, American Composers: Dialogues on Contemporary Music (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1991), 168. 
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Single Note Gesture, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 1 

 

 
Two Note Gesture, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 1 

 

 
Three Note Gesture, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 1 
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Figure 5. Repetitive Gestures 

 

Awareness of these factors could certainly affect performance choices. A 

performer could decide that the opening melodic gesture is pensive and meditative, which 

is in line with the poetic content that appears later in the movement. Therefore, the vocal 

execution should be clearly and evenly articulated. Crumb has indicated an accelerando 

into the forte dynamic, followed immediately by a ritard back into a hum. He has placed 
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a syllable on each note, implying that the vocalist is searching for the right vowel, 

looking for words that, for the moment, escape her. The soprano’s exploratory 

vocalizations parallel the niño’s search for his voice in Lorca’s “El niño mudo.”  To 

articulate this idea, a gentle accent, or glottal, on the first three vowels [a] [i] [u] could 

give the impression that the poet is “testing” several vowel sounds, before employing a 

crescendo over the following syllables. This interpretation not only gives the vocalist 

more space to create a dramatic accelerando over a small number of pitches, but it also 

makes the syllabic content intelligible to an audience, who might otherwise mishear the 

mixture of syllables as a word. 

After carefully articulating the first few notes, the vocalist could begin to elide 

vowel sounds together, facilitating an accelerando. Coming into the ritard at the end of 

the fragment, the vocalist could articulate last three vowels with a glottal before returning 

to the closed hum. This approach allows for a more dramatic and gradual ritard, giving 

the impression that the “test” was not successful and forcing the poet to try a different 

vocal approach.  

Between Crumb’s short melodic gestures, there are often large spans of rest, 

typically indicated by a three second pause. In much of Crumb’s musical output, these 

pauses allow for an extension of resonance, creating a feeling of suspended time. John 

MacKay notes that the composer’s aesthetic  

…integrates very coloristic and often richly connotative sonic imagery 
with a formal elegance which is readily apparent in the use of various 
terms of repetition and lyrical dramatic gesture…the unique quality of 
musical time in Crumb’s style can be related to both the isolated events of 
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these basic elements and their role in the type of larger meaning which 
Crumb relates over a whole composition.86 
 
His music is often labeled as eerie and dark, but his use of isolated lyrical figures, 

simplistic repetitions, and ethereal sonorities coupled with the resonant qualities of his 

instrumentation are meant to give listeners a visceral connection “with the most primary 

things: life, death, love, the smell of the earth, the sounds of the earth and the sea”87. 

Therefore, it’s important for the performer not to rush the space between each short 

fragment. Performance space must also be taken into consideration when trying to decide 

how long to pause. Ideally, fragments followed by larger pauses should be allowed to 

almost decay entirely before preceding to the following phrase. The soprano soloist could 

effectively extend the resonance of a phrase by keeping her mouth open after articulating 

each syllable, so as not to cut off the sound early. The pianist could utilize the damper 

pedal after articulating pointed phrases to allow for the final note to ring into the rest. It is 

also important that the performance energy not be allowed to decay throughout the rest. 

Performers who stay engaged dramatically through these suspended moments will create 

a much more anticipatory and energized feeling as opposed to a languorous or impassive 

moment. 

 

 

 

 
86 John MacKay, “An Analysis of Musical Time in Selected Works by George Crumb” (Thesis, McGill 
University, 1979), 14. 
 
87 George Crumb, Ancient Voices of Children (Elelektra-Nonesuch, CD, 1971), program notes. 
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Soprano Line, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 1 

 

 
Amplified Piano Fragment, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 2 
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Figure 6. Resonant Pauses 

 

Questions of pacing are largely up to the soprano soloist in this first movement, 

where almost the entirety of the piece is unmetered. Crumb has indicated that the music 

should be executed in a “very free and fantastic” manner.88 The composer gives an 

approximate tempo of sixteenth = ca. 90 for a large part of the movement, but the lack of 

time signature or bar lines gives the soloist incredible freedom to articulate phrases in 

their own time. In this instance, performance space heavily influences the tempo. A 

larger, more reverberant space would require more time for clear articulation and decay 

 
88 Crumb, Ancient Voices of Children, 1.  
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of sound to be heard, while a smaller, more intimate setting might call for a more rapid 

pace.  

There is a small, metered section at the end of the piece, which encompasses the 

boy soprano’s “after song.” Crumb has also shifted the beat from a sixteenth note to a 

dotted eighth, giving the impression of expansiveness. The controlled simplicity of the 

metered “after-song” contrasts enormously with the often wild and energized soprano 

line. The stark contrast of the soprano with the off-stage voice of the child implies that 

the latter feels a peacefulness and clarity that eludes the former throughout the 

movement.  

Both Crumb and Lorca took inspiration from the sounds of nature, and Lorca’s 

prose is often full of the bucolic imagery from his childhood in Andalusia. Crumb also 

incorporates the natural world into his compositions. In “El niño busca su voz,” nature’s 

reverberance is heard in the ringing qualities of the soprano’s melody sung into the piano, 

while various insects and animals appear in an onomatopoetic setting of cricket sounds, 

and bird-like melismas. Crumb’s short, bird-like motives are found in his frequent use of 

scotch snaps, grace notes, fast rolls, trills, and repetitions of a single note. The composer 

“does not imitate any concrete, existing birds, but composes stylized, symbolic bird 

songs” which can be linked to nature, and often to death.89 

From a performer’s perspective, it’s important to make clear choices in a given 

moment in regard to the poet’s relationship with nature. Looking at figure 7, the forzando 

 
89 Daria Dobrochna Kwiatkowska, "The Symbolism of Night and its Musical Representations in the Works 
of George Crumb” (PhD. Diss, Cornell University, 2002), 74. 
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articulation, and high tessitura of the flutter-tongue melisma could suggest an 

exclamation, a cry out into nature with the hope of a response. Approached in that 

manner, the vocalist would be careful to maintain energy and excitement in the voice 

though the rapid diminuendo. The application of vibrato through the hum at the end of 

the phrase could imply excitement or hopefulness for a response, whereas the absence of 

vibrato at the end, or a lack of breath energy through the diminuendo might suggest 

tentativeness or fearfulness.  

The entrance of the tam-tams at the bottom of the first page is by far the most 

dramatic and densest moment of the first movement. It is preceded by the text “La tenía 

el rey del los grillos/ The king of crickets has it,” indicating that the entrance of the tam-

tam and percussive ensemble is the creature’s musical arrival. Crumb has set the text for 

the vocalist in a very tentative and delicate manner, making the percussion entrance much 

more dramatic. From a performer’s perspective, the disjunction between the poet and 

nature should be painfully apparent in this moment. A timid and careful articulation on 

the part of the vocalist could imply that the poet is almost fearful of what he might 

awaken. The accented and whispered “grillos” at the end of her solo should act as a 

moment of realization for the vocalist, signifying the awakening of nature. While Crumb 

has indicated a whispered quality to the word, voicing the [g] and [r] of “grillos,” while 

adding an aspirate quality to the vocal tone will ensure that the accent over the word is 

heard clearly and that the text is discernable to audience members before the vocal line is 

lost in the wash of percussive sound.  
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In contrast to the timid and careful vocal line, the entrance of the tam-tams should 

be extremely assertive, scraping over as much surface as possible in one stroke to allow 

for maximum reverberance. The expansive ringing quality of the tam-tams allows for a 

gradual emergence of cricket sounds, further emphasizing Crumb’s natural landscape. 

The natural soundscape continues into the next page, where the percussion ensemble 

articulates the text “En una gota de agua buscaba su voz el niño/In a drop of water the 

child searched for his voice.” Crumb has set the text in gentle, short fragments between 

different voices, musically creating the impression of droplets of water. Performers here 

should be careful to pulse on each word gently, without any assertive glottal attacks, to 

fully capture Crumb’s text painting in that moment.  

While Crumb’s music may not be tonal, it can still be accessible to performers 

and listeners. Even from a cursory glance at the score, it is clear that there are recurring 

melodic, rhythmic, and dynamic materials that create cohesion outside of tonality. 

Crumb’s compositional style allows for small, easily recognizable themes to grow into 

more substantial musical material. The composer utilizes several repeating melodic 

contours that provide variety and drama while also creating recognizable structure for 

listeners. The contours range from dramatic, exclamatory ascending lines to rapidly 

repetitive iterations, ornamental descending figures, and broadening, disjunct 

displacements.  
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Bird Calls, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 3 

 

 

Cricket Sounds, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 6 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
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Figure 7. Nature Sounds 
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Soprano Line, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 2 

 

 
Soprano Line, “El niño busca su voz,”, P.1, System 6 
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Figure 8. Recurring Melodic Contour 

 

As the music develops, clear thematic material begins to take shape in the form of 

these additive monophonic gestures. Crumb’s music can arguably best be described as 

eclectic; however, a hallmark feature of his work, similar to Webern’s style of 

composition, is his reliance on smaller structures to create structural and harmonic unity. 

Crumb’s compositional structure and aesthetic is “generally accomplished through the 

combination of short rhythmic and harmonic gestures into longer sequences or 
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complexes… the musical fabric results largely from the elaboration of tiny cells into a 

sort of mosaic design”90. 

As figures repeatedly come back into circulation, use of specific intervallic 

content become clear moments of stasis or instability. His frequent use of whole tone 

dyads creates ample tension and momentum to the movement. Crumb’s use of dyads 

features in many of his pieces, and in his article on Crumb’s Apparition, Robert Cook 

equates their use to the movements of nature. Quoting Emerson, he observed that  

…great principle of undulation in nature, that shows itself in the inspiring 
and expiring of the breath; in desire and satiety; in the ebb and flow of the 
sea, in day and night, in heat and cold…is known to us as polarity…[and 
is met in] every part of nature.91  
 
The clear connection to nature in these figures undoubtedly appealed to both the 

composer and poet, both of whom consistently professed a deep love and spiritual 

connection with the earth.  

Dyads appear abundantly in both the soprano and piano lines. Although both parts 

share this feature, they are in direct conflict. The dyads that appear in the soprano line are 

always descending, while the dyads in the piano line are largely ascending. The piano 

dyads are also paired with an accelerando. From a performance standpoint, this contrast 

emphasizes a disparity between the two characters, or voices. If the descending dyads are 

plaintive and desperate, then the ascending dyads are assertive and insistent, perhaps a 

rejection of the wordless question being posed by the soprano. In shaping each phrase, a 

 
90 MacKay, “An Analysis of Musical Time,” 32. 
 
91 Robert Cook, “Crumb’s Apparition and Emerson’s Compensation," Music Theory Spectrum 34, no.2 
(2012): 9. 
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heavy lean on the first of each of the descending dyads, followed by a gentle glide into 

the second note, amplifies the soprano’s lamenting. Correspondingly, in the piano line, an 

overarching push to the end of each phrase, coupled with a sharper accent on each note of 

the dyad, increases the forward momentum of the instrumental interludes: nature 

asserting its dominance over the poet. Notably, the repetitive dyad motion is absent from 

the boy soprano line, implying that the child is free from the turmoil and tension found in 

the other characters.  

 

 
Descending Dyads, Soprano Line, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 5 

 

 
Ascending Dyads, Piano Line, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 2 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved. 

 
Figure 9. Dyad Phrasing 
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The dyads shown above are easily audible, but broader phrases share a connection 

to these simple gestures, where the dyads are displaced by an octave. In doing so, Crumb 

demonstrates his ability to create continuity between small, fundamental fragments, and 

complex broad musical ideas. Crumb also makes frequent use of the tritone, particularly 

in the soprano line. Several phrases land on an extended hum by way of a descending or, 

less frequently, ascending tritone. Landing points that are reached via this dissonant 

interval are full of tension and anticipation. In a performance setting, the vocalist must 

keep those moments energized, perhaps by applying vibrato through the hum to 

persuasively achieve that purpose.  

These recurring interval patterns do not function tonally, but they provide pitch 

cohesion throughout the movement. While many performers may not have in-depth 

working knowledge of set theory, a rudimentary understanding will reveal many 

connective layers in Crumb’s repertoire. In this movement, Crumb has largely built 

melodic phrases over simple trichordal structures. The most prevalent trichord is 026, 

which dominates both the soprano and boy soprano lines.92 The use of this trichord 

connects melodies that strongly conflict with one another in range, articulation and 

dynamic, while creating musical symmetry within the movement.  

 
92 It is noteworthy to mention that the 026 trichord is a subset of a whole-tone set, and can be heard as 
having tonal connotations. While I address the use of the 026 trichord as a means of connecting poetic ideas 
and melodic content, it is valuable to recognize that Crumb often alludes to tonality with his frequent use of 
this trichord.  
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Soprano Line, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 1 

 
Boy Soprano Line, “El niño busca su voz,” P.2, System 
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Figure 10. 026 Trichord 

 

 

As melodic structures become more complex, the 026 trichord is repeatedly 

audible as a subset to larger phrases and frequently begins longer melismas. This small 

cell of pitch organization provides ample variety and heterogeneity, while at the same 

time maintains a connective thread through each variation.  
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Soprano Line, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 6 

 

 

 

Soprano Line, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 6 

 

 
 

Piano and Harp Fragment, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 2 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved. 

 

Figure 11. 026 As a Subset of Larger Melodic Units 
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Without engaging in an overly complex analysis of the structure of the opening 

movement, performers can still understand and hear the connections between each small 

fragment to inform each phrase’s interpretation. For singers in particular, understanding 

pitch structure will also allow consistent accuracy while intoning difficult and seemingly 

unintuitive melodic passages. The consistent presence of this trichord emphasizes the 

importance of the whole tone and tritone within the movement, indicating to a performer 

that specific and decisive characterization throughout those particular intervallic motives.  
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CHAPTER 5 

“DANCES OF THE ANCIENT EARTH” 

 

As the dance interlude that follows “El niño busca su voz” does not contain any 

textual element outside of a few syllabic exclamations from the ensemble, performers can 

immediately start an exploration of the musical score. All of the poetry in Ancient Voices 

of Children expresses the theme of children. It is reasonable to assume that the dance 

interlude, although it contains no lyrics, relates thematically to the poetry. Crumb himself 

indicates that “the psychological continuity of the work should not be broken” and that 

“pauses between pieces should be minimal”93. In this sense, finding ways to connect this 

interlude to the rest of the musical narrative creates a more cohesive and engaging 

performance interpretation of Crumb’s song cycle.  

 A cursory glance at “Dances of the Ancient Earth” reveals deviations from the 

first movement. The first movement is largely a solo for the vocalist, with short 

interjections from the amplified piano, harp, and tam-tams (whose players also whisper 

interjections). However, the first dance interlude has a comparatively diverse array of 

timbres, including an oboe, mandolin, harp, Tibetan prayer stones, tambourine, tunable 

tom-toms, and finger cymbals. While both the soprano, boy soprano, and Lorca’s poetry 

are absent from this dance, the ensemble shouts an array of exclamatory interjections on 

syllables (i.e., “kai!”, kai to cho!”). This timbral variety, much like the first movement, is 

 
93 George Crumb, Ancient Voices of Children, performance notes.  
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still easily fragmented. Similar to “El niño busca su voz” Crumb uses changes in 

instrumentation and tessitura to create easily distinguishable melodic themes while also 

using silence as a tool for creating resonance, drama, and clear shifts from one musical 

idea to the next.  

The comparative diversity of the orchestration in “Dances of the Ancient Earth” 

from movement one also serves to augment the fervor displayed by the soprano in “El 

niño busca su voz.” Crumb marks the oboe’s line as “raw, primitive and shawm-like”, 

indicating that perhaps the oboe is picking up from where the soprano left off.94 The 

nature of her syllabic exploration, marked with notes from the composer such as “wild” 

and “very free,” is indicative of the melismatic movement from the oboe in “Dances of 

the Ancient Earth”95.  Likewise, the diverse array of instruments adds to the intensity of 

the music. The sharpness of the oboe is particularly striking when juxtaposed with the 

preceding gentle and meditative “after-song” of the boy soprano at the end of “El niño 

busca su voz.” 

This dance’s primitive feel is also compounded by Crumb’s instrument 

alterations. The score calls for several mandolin strings to be tuned a quarter tone down. 

It also requires the harp, mandolin, and oboe to “bend” pitches at several points and 

directs the harpist to place paper through the upper strings of their instrument. Labeled as 

“paper-harp,” Crumb indicates in the score that the upper register of the harp is to sound 

 
94 Crumb, Ancient Voices of Children, 2. 
  
95 Ibid., 1.  
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“brittle,” and the paper is to be “violently ripped out” towards the end of the 

movement”96.  

Another immediately noticeable deviation from the first movement is Crumb’s 

use of meter. “El niño busca su voz” is largely unmetered, leaving the vocalist to dictate 

the pacing of the music. Crumb does not employ meter until the “after-song,” 

rhythmically foreshadowing the following movement. The second movement is indicated 

as “very rhythmic,” with a metronome marking of sixteenth = 168bpm at the onset, 

helping to establish the ritualistic element found in many of Crumb’s compositions. 

Paired with the heavily ornamental rhythmic patterns of the opening material, the music 

initially has an intense forward momentum. This motion continues with a solo from the 

tom-toms, that again employs silence in a dramatic manner. The accelerating rhythmic 

motion of the tom-tom line is abruptly cut off with a three second silence.  

Many elements of “Dances of the Ancient Earth” seem to deviate from the 

content of the first movement, but both could be interpreted as an expression of the poet’s 

desperation in Lorca’s “El niño mudo.” If the soprano in Movement One represents an 

individual incapable of expressing themselves beyond their syllabic exclamations, then 

the oboe can be seen as taking over for the vocalist. The melodic content of the oboe and 

soprano is similar in many respects. Both parts are written in an incredibly florid manner 

and often drive forward rhythmically at the ends of phrases.  

 
96 Ibid., 2.  
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Soprano line, “El niño busca su voz,” P1, System 5 

 

Oboe line, “Dances of the Ancient Earth,” P.2, System 1 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
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Figure 12. Similar Melodic Motion in Soprano and Oboe Lines 

 

The absence of syllabic content from the oboe also serves to further divorce the 

poet from his voice. If the poet is unsuccessful in reconnecting with what they lost and 

Lorca’s poetry often laments the inability to reclaim the innocence and honesty of 

childhood, then allowing for the oboe to take over the “narrative” could be seen as a 

musical representation of the poet’s continued muteness.  

An examination of the pitch content reveals an additive structure similar to the 

first movement. In “Dances of the Ancient Earth,” Crumb builds larger thematic material 

out of small fragments, once again relying heavily on dyad motion. While the first 
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movement utilizes a whole tone dyad frequently, here, Crumb places more emphasis on 

the semi-tone dyad. The movement begins with a trill-like fluctuation from the mandolin 

on a semi-tone and then expands on that opening flourish with the oboe’s ascending and 

descending semi-tone motion. This fluctuation forms the trichord 012, which larger sets 

are built on as the piece progresses. As the melodic content becomes more expansive, 

Crumb’s use of the 012 trichord continues with the addition of leap-wise motion, 

particularly in thirds. The expansion also utilizes the whole tone motion found frequently 

in the first movement. 

“Ancient Dances of the Earth” does not function within the bounds of tonality, but 

Crumb’s repetitive melodic material naturally highlights certain pitch content. The music 

fluctuates between two tritones, from pitch classes B-flat and E to B and F. The harp and 

mandolin very clearly outline the tritone at the opening of the dance, and the oboe’s 

flourishes often land on F, bringing further attention to the interval in relation to the 

interjections from the rest of the orchestration. The tunable tom-toms also accentuate the 

tense interval to close the section. Followed by a three second silence, Crumb gives even 

more aural significance to the tritone B-flat to E by allowing it to resonate with the 

listener fully before moving on to other thematic material.  
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Semi-tone dyad, Mandolin Line, “Dances of the Ancient Earth,” P.2, System 1 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Oboe Line, “Dances of the Ancient Earth,” P.2, System 1 

 

 

 

 

Oboe Mandolin, and Harp Fragment, “Dances of the Ancient Earth, P3, System 2 
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Figure 13. Semi-Tone Theme 
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Crumb’s use of silence, often followed by an introduction from Tibetan prayer 

stones, delineates harmonic motion from one tritone to the next. The tritone B – F is 

clearly outlined in the following section, carried melodically by the harp and mandolin. 

Oscillation between harmonic and melodic patterns create an ABCB’ musical structure in 

the dance. Section A, centering around the B-F tritone, is dominated by the oboe soloist, 

much like movement one is largely a soprano solo. The B sections, shifting to a B-flat - E 

tritone centricity, are carried by the repetitive melodic theme that moves between the 

harp, mandolin, and oboe. These iterations are then followed by a brief coda-like “echo.”   

Section C, which moves back to the B-F tritone, is the most fragmented moment 

of the dance. Here Crumb indicates the movement’s slowest tempo marking: eighth = 

60bpm. Coupled with the oboe’s mournful, ornamental iterations, sparse orchestration, 

and lower dynamic marking, Crumb has made a huge musical shift in the dance while at 

the same time creating cohesion by retaining the pitch content and melodic motion of 

section A. For performers, Crumb’s variations in harmony and melody should indicate a 

shift in dramatic characterization.  
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Section B – Tritone B-flat -E, Mandolin and “Paper-Harp” Fragment, “Dances of the 

Ancient Earth,” P.2, System 3 
 
 

 
Section C – Tritone B-F, Oboe, Mandolin, Harp, and Percussion Fragment, “Dances of 

the Ancient Earth,” P.2, System 4 
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Figure 14. Tritone Harmonic Shifts  
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Crumb also creates rhythmic cohesion in his use of a repeated rhythmic motifs. In 

section B, Crumb reveals his penchant for the ritualistic in the uneven, repetitive 

sixteenth and thirty-second note pattern that migrates from instrument to instrument. The 

composer’s rigid adherence to this rhythmic form with minimal deviations enhances the 

ritualistic element of the dance and therefore the desire to connect with nature. As Meyer 

notes, “much primitive music is intimately connected with ritualistic observances and 

magic ceremonies, and it is probably for this reason that it often tends to be less subject to 

variation”97.  Crumb further amplifies the ritualistic quality of section B through the 

instrument adjustments already discussed: The “paper harp,” mandolin tuning, and 

recurring use of bent pitches.  These changes make the movement sound somewhat off-

kilter, creating even more tension for the listener.  

This movement, like most of Crumb’s compositions, is heavily notated and gives 

performers very clear indications of the composer’s desires for musical phrasing. 

However, as a performer understands Crumb’s idiosyncrasies and compositional style, it 

should expand rather than minimize performance avenues. Lester in particular questions 

the notion of a single “correct” analysis or interpretation and asserts that contrasting 

positions thrive in a performance setting.98 Using analysis in this way creates dramatic 

justification for every performance choice and an opportunity to bring more specificity to 

each musical phrase. Crumb’s harmonic fluctuation between two tritones, ritualistic 

 
97 Leonard Meyer, Emotion and Meaning in Music (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957), 213. 
 
98 Joel Lester, “Performance and Analysis: Interaction and Interpretation,” in The Practice of Performance: 
Studies in Musical Interpretation, ed. John Rink (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 203. 
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rhythmic patterns, and pitch content derived from the semi-tone triad 012 all increase the 

musical tension of this dance interlude, a continuation of the fervor and desperation 

displayed by Lorca’s “El niño mudo.”  

Exposed and soloistic lines offer numerous opportunities for the performer to 

make interpretive choices regarding tempo, dynamics, and articulation. The opening of 

“Dances of the Ancient Earth” is largely an oboe solo. If the oboist is a continuation of 

the fervor displayed by the soprano in “El niño busca su voz,” the oboist’s musical 

choices should augment that narrative. Crumb notates an accelerando and crescendo over 

the end of many of the oboist’s phrases. While the onset of each phrase is marked with a 

fortissimo, the dynamic marking is not reiterated again until the end of the phrase. If the 

oboist chooses to maintain a straight dynamic throughout the entirety each line, the 

crescendo and accelerando at the end would not be as effective. Instead, they can 

increase the intensity by pulling back to a mezzo-forte after the initial fortissimo 

articulation, leaving room to gradually grow back into the louder dynamic at the end of 

each phrase.  

The ample ornamentation over the oboe line could also be construed as a cry or a 

shout from the poet. A sharp accent at the beginning of each ornament would musically 

articulate the notion of a cry, while helping build up to the final accelerando at the end of 

the phrase. Crumb follows each ornament with a slurred melodic line, centering on the 

pitch F, further articulating the B-F tritone relationship with the mandolin and harp 

interjections. The accent on the onset of each ornament, followed by a lean and slight 

crescendo on every lengthened landing on pitch class F, would heighten the intensity of 
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this opening solo line and more clearly articulate the connection to the soprano’s solo line 

in the previous movement. 

The push and pull of the oboe line in section A provides significant contrast to the 

regimented rhythmic structure of section B, a musical representation of the divorce from 

nature the poet feels in “El niño mudo”. While the oboe’s lines in section A are slurred 

together, Crumb utilizes almost no slurs over any melodic iteration in section B. With a 

repeated melody labeled as “brittle” and “percussive,” the performers should make a 

conscious effort to articulate this contrast, playing each phrase of section B in a 

pointillistic and leggiero manner, with minimal connection between each note99. The shift 

from section A to B could be further articulated by rigid address to dynamic and tempo. 

A mechanical, concise delivery of the displays nature’s indifference to the poet’s pleas 

and cries in section A.  

In section C, Crumb retains much of the pitch content and fragmentation of 

section A but reverses the music’s momentum. While the opening is driven, with a “raw” 

and “primitive” character, section C is labeled as “slow” and “languid”100. The return of 

thematic material expresses the poet’s response to nature’s indifference. In addition to the 

slower tempo indicated, section C has the only time signature shift, from 5/8 to 6/8. 

Coupled with the “mournful” oboe flourishes and the soft dynamic level, this moment 

shifts from the poet’s fervent plea to his grief. A performer can articulate this musical 

 
99 Crumb, Ancient Voices of Children, 2.  
 
100 Ibid. 
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idea by landing heavily on each pitch with a slight tenuto, displaying a reluctance to 

musically move forward. This kind of dramatic specificity in a performance creates more 

cohesiveness in the piece as a whole.  
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CHAPTER 6 

“ME HE PERDIDO MUCHAS VECES POR EL MAR” 

 

Movement Two of Ancient Voices of Children sets Lorca’s “Gacela de la huida.” 

The poem was written on April 5, 1934, the same day as another of Lorca’s works, 

“Gacela de la muerta oscura,” was originally entitled “Casida de la muerta clara,” or 

“Ghazal of Dark Death” and “Ghazal of Bright Death” respectively. He wrote both pieces 

while in transit on the Atlantic, accounting for the similar imagery of a death at sea. 

Anderson asserts that: 

a number of oppositions are set up…which revolve around high seas/light 
death versus earth/dark death. The former connotes a natural, elemental 
reintegration…and a spirit of freedom…The latter connotes subjection to 
the law of physical death…and the sterility of passions which remain 
earthbound.101  
 

There is a clear correlation to the sea and freedom, and the poet seems to turn to the  

ocean as a form of escapism, or a way to lose himself.  Lorca’s earlier cante jondo  

poetry also includes the juxtaposition of the sorrowful existence on land to the joy and  

exuberance of the sea. The pena negra expressed in these poems calls to mind the 

interior, dry patched earth on inland locations like Granada and Cordova, while the  

poetry of coastal locations like Seville do not express sorrow with the same sense of 

fateful suffering.102 

 
101 Anderson, Late Poetry, 76.  
 
102 Stanton, The Tragic Myth, 59. 
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Much like “Gacela del niño muerto,” set in a later movement, this poem displays 

the strong connection between love/sex and death/suffering. The striking imagery of the 

second and third stanzas provides alluring descriptions of young love, contrasted with the 

destructive, abrupt arrival of death around every corner. Paralleling Lorca’s lifelong 

struggle with his sexuality, the poet of “Gacela del niño muerto” seeks an escape from his 

dark fate, both in love and life, and hopes to lose himself in the freedom of the sea. The 

poet wishes to return to his prior innocence and liberation, evoking children in the first 

and last stanza as a declaration of his desire to regain his lost youth as well as his past 

romantic relationships. In Andalusia, niños can refer to both children and young men. 

The imagery of cut flowers supports this connection, implying that love has been 

disconnected from its roots and is therefore doomed to die.103 

X. Gacela de la huida X. Ghazal of the Flight 

Me he perdido muchas veces por el mar I’ve lost myself many times in the sea 
con el oído lleno de flores recién cortadas, with an ear filled with fresh cut flowers, 
Con la lengua llena del amor y de agonía. with language full of love and agony. 

Muchas veces me he perdido por el mar, Many times I’ve lost myself in the sea, 
Como me pierdo en el corazón de algunos 
niños. 

as I lose myself in the hearts of a few children. 
  
No hay noche en que, al dar un beso, There is no night that, by giving a kiss, 
no sienta la sonrisa de las gente sin rostro, does not feel the smile of the faceless people, 
ni hay nadie que, al tocar un recién 
nacido, 

nor is there anyone who, by touching a 
newborn, 

Olvide las inmóviles calaveras de caballo. forgets the still horse skulls. 
  
Porque las rosas buscan en la frente Because roses search your forehead 
un duro paisaje de hueso for a hard landscape of bone 
y las manos del hombre no tienen más 
sentido 

and a man’s hands make no more sense 

 
103 Anderson, Late Poetry, 81. 
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Que imitar a las raíces bajo tierra. than to imitate the roots beneath the earth. 
  
Como me pierdo en el corazón de algunos 
niños, 

As I lose myself in the heart of some children, 

Me he perdido muchas veces por el mar. I have lost myself many times in the sea. 
Ignorante del agua, voy buscando Ignorant of the water, I am going to seek 
Una muerte de luz que me consuma. a death by a light that eats me up alive. 104 

 

This dark imagery of this poetry is typical of Lorca’s style and undoubtedly 

appealed to Crumb, who was also fascinated by themes of death and man’s connection to 

nature. While Crumb sets only a single stanza, “Me he perdido muchas veces por el mar” 

captures the dark and introspective tone of the whole poem by once again employing 

highly resonant sounds. Each instrument, aside from the largely whispered vocal line, is 

instructed to let each sound vibrate as long as possible. The ringing quality in the context 

of a sparse orchestration displays the infinite expansiveness and magnificence of the sea.  

The vocal line indicates the poet’s relation to the sea. In Lorca’s text, the poet 

implies that the ocean is a means of escape, both through distance from his lover and 

through death. However, the poetry’s dark imagery does not imply a fear of death. 

Rather, the poet is lured by death’s potential for release. In “Me he perdido muchas veces 

por el mar,” the whispered soprano line is almost lost in the texture of the reverberant 

orchestration. Lorca’s text emerges gently through undulating melodic motion before 

fading back into the ensemble texture. The vocalist’s gentle weaving in and out of this 

 
104 Federico García Lorca and E.A. Melino, “Gacela de la huida,” accessed April 2, 2020, 
https://americanghazal.com/2018/04/24/ghazal-of-the-flight-federico-garcia-lorca/. 
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movement’s musical texture mirrors the poet’s desire to lose himself in the abyss of the 

sea. 

The music in this movement certainly evokes imagery of the sea. Its undulating 

melodic motion passes from instrument to instrument like gentle waves in the water. This 

recurrent gesture frequently appears in Crumb’s works and often represents the theme of 

death. Referred to as “calls to death” by Robert Cook, this undulating dyad motion 

appears consistently in pieces such as Crumb’s Apparition.105 While Apparition was 

based on Walt Whitman’s elegy for Lincoln, “When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard 

Bloom’d,” it carries a similar invocational quality to Ancient Voices of Children. Much 

like Lorca’s “Gacela de la huida”, Whitman’s poet faces death with acceptance and even 

excitement rather than reluctance. Here, the poet summons death, with textual 

invocations including “Come, Lovely and Soothing Death,” and “Approach, Strong 

Deliveress!” The peaceful and meditative quality of Apparition’s penultimate movement, 

“Come, Lovely and Soothing Death,” shows the poet’s full acceptance of death. Drawing 

parallels between the two pieces, “Me he perdido muchas veces por el mar” employs the 

ensemble in a similar fashion. Crumb’s narrow dyad motion, in addition to a soprano line 

that fades in and out of the musical texture, gives this music a plaintive quality that 

parallels Cook’s “calls to death.” 

 

 

 
105 Robert Cook, “Crumb’s Apparition and Emerson’s Compensation,” Music Theory Spectrum 34, no.2 
(2012): 1.  
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Dyad Motion, Vocal Line, Apparition, “Come Lovely and Soothing Death”, P. 16, 
System 2 

 
Apparition by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1980 by C.F. Peters Corporation Reproduced 

by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 
 

 
Dyad Motion Chisel Piano and Soprano Fragment, “Me he perdido muchas veces por el 

mar”, P. 3, System 2 
 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 

Figure 15. Undulating Dyad Motion 
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The sparse texture and soft dynamics that carry throughout the entirety of “Me he 

perdido muchas veces por el mar” also create a sense of fragility in the music. Crumb 

scores the movement for soprano, harp, musical saw, antique cymbal, vibraphone, and 

amplified piano. The pianist is required to alternate between plucking and scraping the 

strings with their finger and scraping the F string with a chisel, an effect Crumb has 

labeled “chisel piano”106. The scraping and plucking on the piano strings combine with 

the plucked sounds of the harp to bring a brittle, percussive sound to the musical texture. 

The vibraphone and musical saw serve as a “quasi echo” to the undulations of the piano 

line, once again hinting at the expansiveness of the ocean.107 The movement ends with an 

isolated iteration from the soprano, her only melodic content. The absence of 

reverberance and the isolation of the soprano’s hum at the end of the movement, further 

emphasizes the poet’s isolation and desire for freedom in death.  

The musical characterization of “Me he perdido muchas veces por el mar” is 

vastly different from the fervent and ritualistic energy of “El niño busca su voz” and 

“Dances of the Ancient Earth,” but all three movements have similar structures. Crumb 

largely depends upon dyad motion and small, trichordal fragments to create larger 

musical ideas. The composer introduces the trichordal material upon which the rest of the 

movement will be built from the onset. The 014 trichord—consisting of a semi-tone, a 

major third, and a minor third—is clearly outlined in the piano’s opening melodic 

 
106 Crumb, Ancient Voices of Children, 3.  
 
107 Ibid., 3.  
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motion. Although iterations of this 014 trichord are transposed and placed in various 

tessituras, each melodic fragment has an incredibly narrow range, with minimal deviation 

from this content. Outside of a few leaps of a fifth and a seventh in the musical saw and 

soprano hum respectively, the melodic range of each fragment does not often go beyond 

a major third. 

 

 

 

Piano Line, “Me he perdido muchas veces por el mar,” P.3, System 1 

 

 

Musical Saw and Soprano Fragment, “Me he perdido muchas veces por el mar,” P. 3, 

Systems 1-2 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 

Figure 16. 014 Trichord 

014 

014 
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When there are deviations, Crumb also uses alternate trichordal fragments to 

connect “Me ha perdido muchas veces por el mar” to the first movement and dance 

interlude. He utilizes both the 012 trichord featured in “Dances of the Ancient Earth” and 

the 026 trichord from “El niño busca su voz.” The recurrent presence of these trichords in 

each movement helps create harmonic and melodic cohesion for the listener and offers an 

opportunity for performers to create continuity in their musical narrative.  

 

 

 
Piano Chisel Line, “Me ha perdido muchas veces por el mar,” P.3, System 2 

 

 
 

Piano Chisel Line, “Me ha perdido muchas veces por el mar,” P.3, System 3 
 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

Figure 17.  Connective Trichordal Usage 

026 

012 
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An examination of the interval vectors of each trichord also offers insight into 

how each fragment connects to one another. The interval of a semi-tone is featured 

prominently between 012 and 014, occurring three times, while the whole tone is the only 

interval featured in all three trichords. Major and minor third intervals appear in the 014 

and 026 trichord, twice and once respectively. All of these intervals feature prominently 

in Crumb’s short, fragmented motives.  

While the tritone only occurs in the 026 trichord, it plays a prominent role in each 

movement. In “El niño busca su voz,” the soprano line frequently lands on extended 

hums via a descending or ascending tritone, while “Dances of the Ancient Earth” 

oscillates between two tritones from section to section. “Me he perdido muchas veches 

por el mar” also makes use of the tritone throughout the movement. Most notably, it 

serves as a quasi-bass line for the 014 trichord theme at the start and finish of the 

movement. The resonant quality of the tritone plucked on the harp at the beginning and 

scraped on the piano strings at the end adds tension to the delicate, undulating motion and 

creates an ominous musical atmosphere. The tritones B-flat – E at the onset, followed by 

C-sharp to G at the end, also serve as a frame for the musical content of the music, neatly 

encasing the repetitive melodic material and allowing the soprano’s hum at the end of the 

music to serve as a coda that emerges out of the fading resonant vibration of the strings. 

This coda also functions as a connection between the first movement. The boy soprano’s 

“after-song” in “El niño busca su voz” is similarly set, emerging from the decay of the 

ensemble’s resonant sound to finish the movement with a simple, isolated melody.  
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Harp and Piano Figure, “Me ha perdido muchas veces por el mar,” P.3, System 1 

 

 
Harp, Piano, Vibraphone and Soprano Fragment, “Me ha perdido muchas veces por el 

mar,” P.3, System 3 
 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 

Figure 18. Tritone Frames 

 

These opening and closing fragments, the onset of which is clearly established 

with the sharp ring of an antique cymbal, consists of an ensemble of amplified piano, 

harp, and vibraphone. The tritone bass line migrates from the harp to the piano while 

Tritone Frame 

Tritone Frame 
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moving up a whole step from B-flat – E to C-sharp – G from start to finish, but the 

melodic and harmonic material are consistent in both fragments. This recurring theme 

frames Lorca’s poetry and gives the movement a rondo structure, followed by the 

vocalist’s coda. 

Section A of the movement consists of the aforementioned tritone frames, while 

all of the textual content of “Me he perdido muchas veces por el mar” is housed in 

section B. This section is composed of very distinct fragments from the musical saw, 

chisel piano, and soprano, who whispers the text through a speaking tube. Each fragment 

overlaps, but they are largely isolated in the context of the movement, sounding as an 

individual event.  

Although section B is sparsely textured and fragmented, each motive is similar in 

several respects. The soprano does not have any pitched content in section B, but the 

scraping motion of the “Chisel-Piano” introduces a raspy quality similar to the aspirate 

text declamation coming from the soprano. Each fragment also has an undulating shape 

expressed in the narrow ascending and descending melodic motion of the pitched 

instruments, as well as the accelerando and subsequent ritardando over each whispered 

soprano line. This technique creates a sense of tension and release horizontally as well as 

vertically.  
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The soprano hum at the end of the movement serves as the poet’s reflection on the 

musical material of the movement. Crumb indicates that the simple line should be 

delivered “breathily, like a sigh,” implying the relief the poet feels in their isolation.108 

 

A B A′ Coda 

Tritone bass with 014 
melodic motion 

Musical saw, “Chisel-
Piano” and whispered text 

Tritone bass with 014 
melodic motion 

Soprano 
hum 
  

 

Figure 19. Rondo Structure Outline 

 

Unlike “El niño busca su voz” and “Dances of the Ancient Earth,” “Me he perdido 

muchas veces por el mar” lacks a forward rhythmic impulse. Where Crumb indicated that 

each line should be delivered in a wild, primitive, raw, and exuberant manner in the 

previous movements, here he has indicated that the music should be delivered 

“musingly” and “hauntingly”109. At a suggested tempo of sixteenth = ca. 72, Crumb also 

indicates that each note of the piano and harp melodic line at the start and finish should 

be played with equal measure, further compounding a sense of suspension.  

Moments of metric freedom allow for performers to augment this movement’s 

meditative quality. In “El niño busca su voz” the lack of meter coupled with the relative 

isolation of her line allows for the soprano to push forward and be as dramatic as 

 
108 Crumb, Ancient Voices of Children, 3.  
 
109 Ibid.  
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possible; however, in “Me ha perdido muchas veces por el mar,” isolation and freedom 

from meter augment the resonant properties of each fragment. Crumb’s perpetually 

echoed gestures in the context of unmetered motion give the impression that time has 

been suspended. In both “Me ha perdido muchas veces por el mar” and “El niño busca su 

voz,” a lack of meter allows for interpretive freedom from performers. While Crumb has 

meticulously notated phrase markings, articulations and dynamics into his scores, the 

fragmentary nature of his compositions allows performers to interpret each gesture and 

marking with some autonomy. Here, it enables performers to emphasize the resonant 

properties of each fragment, calling to mind the vastness of the sea and consequently, the 

poet’s comparative insignificance. The whispered textual component of “Me ha perdido 

muchas veces por el mar” is easily consumed into the resonant melodic fragments, 

implying that the poet may be successful in his quest to lose himself in nature. This 

echoes the desires of the poet in “El niño busca su voz,” who longs to reconnect with 

nature to find his lost voice and childhood innocence.  

Performers do not have control over performance venue acoustics, but a more 

resonant, or live space will produce a much more effective performance of Ancient 

Voices of Children than a space that does not carry sound well. Venues vary in sound 

quality, so performers must be attentive to their environment when making musical 

choices. The tempo choices in “Me he perdido muchas veces por el mar” should be 

directly related to the size and resonant qualities of the performance space. Spaces that 

are more resonant should allow for slower tempos to fully convey the ringing quality of 

each fragment, while spaces that are less so should push forward slightly, so as not to lose 
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the meditative, pulsing quality of the music by introducing dead space between 

fragments.  

While the vocalist is largely whispering throughout the movement and does not 

introduce much melodic material, her aspirate iterations intensify the music’s haunting 

atmosphere. The vocalist is also the only member of the ensemble with an accelerando, 

implying that there is a tension in her line that is not as present in the other voices. As the 

even, undulating melodic motion of the harp, piano, and vibraphone indicates gentle 

waves in the water, the lack of melodic content and the consistent accelerando markings 

in the soprano line articulate the ongoing divorce between the poet and nature that Crumb 

explored in “El niño mudo.” The soprano’s tuneful coda also echoes the boy soprano’s 

“after-song,” implying that the poet is closer to a reconciliation with nature at this 

moment than they were at the cycle’s beginning.  

Even without melodic content, the soprano can use manipulation of text and 

coordinated breath energy to musically express the meaning of the poetry. Lengthening 

unvoiced consonants such as [s] or [f] intensify the spoken dialogue, while also 

augmenting the haunting quality of the musical saw. These techniques are particularly 

effective at the peak of an accelerando, on words such as “muchas” [mutʃas:s] and 

“flores” [f:flores]. The increased air flow through each accelerando also creates a slight 

crescendo and amplifies each accelerando and subsequent ritardando, as opposed to 

simply increasing and decreasing the speed of articulation of the poetic content. A 

consistent pattern of breath intensification and decay will further mimic the undulating 
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quality of the other members of the ensemble, once more articulating the poet’s desire to 

lose themselves in the waves of the sea.  

In contrast, the soprano’s coda should be delivered in the same equal and 

unhurried manner as the piano and harp’s melodic content in section A, articulating a 

connection between the voice and the rest of the ensemble that was absent in her textual 

iterations. This technique also emphasizes the connection to the “after-song” in “El niño 

busca su voz.” Small adjustments to breath energy, textual articulations and tempo choice 

have a significant impact on the effectiveness of a given performance and help to clearly 

articulate a narrative to the audience.  
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CHAPTER 7  

“¿DE DÓNDE VIENES, AMOR, MI NIÑO" AND 

“DANCE OF THE SACRED LIFE-CYCLE” 

 

The text from the next movement and dance interlude is taken from one of 

Lorca’s trilogy of rural tragedies, Yerma. This play explores the constraints put upon 

rural Spanish females. The title character of Yerma, whose name translates to “barren,” is 

desperate to conceive, and her inability to do so pushes her to strangle her husband to 

death in a fit of rage and despair, ironically destroying any hope she may have had of 

eventually conceiving a child. All three plays in Lorca’s rural trilogy end in a similar 

tragic fashion, giving the impression that the only escape from the constraints of a 

religious, patriarchal society is complete social ruin or death. 

Yerma’s desperation to have a child and her unrelenting sorrow at her inability to 

conceive is apparent from the start of the play, where the audience finds Yerma singing to 

her imagined child. This mood creates a sense of unavoidable tragedy from the start, and, 

as Anderson notes, “elements of…social determinism [are] juxtaposed with an 

atmosphere of fatefulness…mak[ing] one question whether the ultimate sense of a kind 

of inescapability truly derives from societal circumstances and pressures or rather from 

a…twentieth-century version of tragic predisposition”110. In his article on Lorca’s rural 

tragedies, Bilha Blum asserts that Yerma’s desperation is not rooted in sincere desire for 

 
110 Andrew A. Anderson, "The Uneasy Interplay of Forces in the Plays of García Lorca," New Theatre 
Quarterly 35, no.3 (July 18): 209. 
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motherhood but rather in the belief that motherhood is a feminine obligation.111  Blum 

goes on to imply that the poetic demands of her imagined child foreshadow the 

inevitability of her eternal barrenness. The child’s plea for his mother’s skin to “smell of 

the white jasmine tree” provides 

a direct link between Yerma’s motherhood and the delicate perfume of the 
small white flower, [which] is meant to highlight the profound gap that 
separates her prosaic world from its poetic alternative…no intimate 
encounter is possible between Yerma, a distinct member of the real world, 
and the jasmine, an obvious element of the poetic one.112 

 
 
¿De dónde vienes, amor, mi niño? Where are you, my baby, my dear one? 
De la cresta del duro frío.  On the slope of the cold, cold hill.  
¿Qué necesitas, amor, mi niño? What are you needing my baby, my dear one?  
La tibia tela de tu vestido. To cuddle your dress with its frill.   

¡ Que se agiten las ramas al sol The tree waves its branches in the sun 
y salten las fuentes alrededor!  The fountain’s clear water does run, does run!    

En el patio ladra el perro, The dog barks in the doorway,  
en los árboles canta el viento. The wind sings in the trees.  
Los bueyes mugen al boyero The sheep baa to their shepherd  
y la luna me riza los cabellos. My hair waves up to the moon.  
¿Qué pides, niño, desde tan lejos? What do you want, my baby forlorn?    

Los blancos montes que hay en tu 
pecho. 

I want the white mountains, and your white 
breasts. 

¡Que se agiten las ramas al sol The tree waves its branches in the sun  
y salten las fuentes alrededor! The fountain’s clear water does run, does run!   

Te diré, niño mío, que sí, I’ll say yes to you, my baby, my loved one,  
tronchada y rota soy para ti. Though for you I’ve been battered and broken.  

 
111 Blum, “Space, Language and Characterization,” 79. 
 
112 Ibid, 80. 
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¡Cómo me duele esta cintura Here in my womb it hurts me, my dear one  
donde tendrás primera cuna! My baby, where your first cradle will be!  
¿Cuándo, mi niño, vas a venir? When will you come, my loved one, come to 

me?   

Cuando tu carne huela a jazmín. When your skin smells of the white jasmine tree. 
¿Que se agiten las ramas al sol The tree waves its branches in the sun  
y salten las fuentes alrededor!  The fountain’s clear water does run, does run! 113 

 
In previous movements, Crumb has only utilized a small portion of Lorca’s text. 

In “¿De dondé vienes, amor, mi niño?”, which leads directly into the “Dance of the 

Sacred Life-Cycle,” he employs the entirety of Yerma’s act one song. The exchange 

between Yerma and her desired child is set for soprano and boy soprano. Like the text in 

“Me he perdido muchas veces por el mar,” their dialogue is often not set to pitches; 

however, instead of whispering, both mother and child are instructed to project and 

deliver lines in a “very dramatic style”114. This vehement, exclamatory technique 

musically captures Yerma’s desperation.  

Crumb augments this impassioned exchange in his writing for the rest of the 

ensemble. This movement calls for the cycle’s densest orchestration as of yet: soprano, 

boy soprano, harp, amplified piano, oboe, cymbals, glockenspiel, mandolin, tam-tam, 

timpani, timbale, and tenor drum. “¿De dondé vienes, amor, mi niño?” combines many 

musical elements that were much more isolated in previous movements, escalating 

musical intensity and exemplifying the textual content. In addition to a dense 

 
113 Federico García Lorca, Yerma, trans. Jo Clifford (Great Britain: Nick Hern Books Limited, 2016), 
Kindle. 
 
114 Crumb, Ancient Voices of Children, 4.  
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orchestration, Crumb creates musical drama with his use of broad, virtuosic melodic 

themes in the soprano and oboe, dense clusters of low pitches struck on the strings of the 

piano, shouted syllabic content from members of the ensemble, and a militant rhythmic 

ostinato in the timpani that creates a perpetual forward momentum through “Dance of the 

Sacred-Life Cycle.” These elements coalesce to make “¿De dondé vienes, amor, mi 

niño?” the centerpiece of the cycle.  

Set circuitously, this movement also reinforces the cyclical nature of life. Victoria 

Adamenko explores this aspect of Crumb’s music in her article, “George Crumb’s 

Channels of Mythification.” She points to the final line of Ancient Voices of Children, "I 

will go very far... to ask Christ the Lord give me back my ancient soul of a child," as 

corresponding to the motive of the eternal recurrence of souls. The circular nature of this 

movement ties back the first movement as well, where the boy soprano’s “after-song,” 

Lorca’s “El niño mudo,” alludes the circular nature of a ring, saying: 

I do not want it for speaking with  
I will make a ring of it  
So that he may wear my silence  
On his little finger 
 

Lorca’s poetry serves as a generative force; in particular, Crumb considered the 

words chosen for the final song of Ancient Voices of Children as the creative germ of the 

whole compositional project.115Adamenko also asserts that Crumb’s circular scoring 

relates back to a Jungian theory that links the depths of the psyche to the archetype of the 

 
115 Adamenko, “Crumb’s Channels of Mythification,” 333.  
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child. The child is a symbol of a being’s wholeness, of an individual who has not known 

conflict. She notes that  

Crumb's employment of circular notation and circular structuring in 
association with the child theme matches Jung's description of the child 
archetype as a symbol... capable of numerous transformations ...it can be 
expressed by roundness, the circle or sphere.116 
 
Crumb’s circular setting creates a perpetual loop of recurring fragments. This 

repetition further articulates the circuitous nature of life and death and becomes the 

governing principle of this movement’s musical form.117 

As the cycle’s centerpiece, “¿De dondé vienes, amor, mi niño?” and “Dance of 

the Sacred Life Cycle” incorporate many of the elements that have been utilized 

independently throughout. The movement begins much like the cycle’s opening, with the 

soprano singing into the lid of the piano. Marked as “dark” and “primitive,” the wholly 

exposed melodic line is delivered through syllabic exclamations. 118 Like “El niño busca 

su voz,” the soprano’s line is often incredibly expansive and requires the vocalist to 

swiftly make leaps above an octave. The vocalist is also asked to accelerate through 

rapidly repeating melismatic passages in each fragment. Her concluding cadential-like 

utterance dissolves into an indiscriminate descending vocal line. Finally, the soprano 

calls out “mi niño,” effectively summoning the rest of the ensemble.  

 
116 Ibid., 329. 

117 Ibid., 334.  

118 Crumb, Ancient Voices of Children, 4.  
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Melodic fragments that recall previous movements appear throughout “Dance of 

the Sacred Life-Cycle.” The shawm-like melodic oboe lines of “Dances of the Ancient 

Earth” are found in this movement’s florid and dramatic oboe melodies, and the 

unpitched dialogue between the soprano and the boy soprano are similar to the whispered 

utterances in “Me he perdido muchas veces por el mar.” The harp and mandolin also 

effectively pair together in a similar fashion to “Dances of the Ancient Earth,” where 

both instruments have parallel melodic motion, moving in rapid, ostinato-like figures.   

Crumb’s use of meter in this movement also recalls previous thematic material. 

The composer’s combination of metered and unmetered musical elements draws together 

the various rhythmic elements from each previous movement. From the free and 

expressive lines in the oboe and soprano to the unremitting rhythmic “tempo di bolero” 

pulse in the tenor drum and timbale, Crumb manages to juxtapose melodic freedom and 

individual expression with an incessant forward rhythmic impulse.119 

Crumb’s signature reverberance is also featured heavily throughout “¿De dondé 

vienes, amor, mi niño?,” and “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle.” The soprano opens the 

movement by singing into the lid of the piano, immediately creating a ringing, vibrant 

atmosphere. The rest of the ensemble emerges from her solo in the cloud of sound created 

by the harp, amplified piano and tam-tam. These instruments have a loud strike that 

coincides with the soprano’s cry of “mi niño,” and they are instructed to let their 

instruments vibrate as the drum ostinato is introduced. The reverberant quality of the 

 
119 Ibid. 
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music is maintained through each rotation of the circle music by the pianist, who 

intermittently strikes, scrapes, and strums on both the strings and keys of their instrument. 

The movement ends on a resounding perfect fifth, abruptly cutting off the rhythmic 

motion from the percussion ensemble and generating a bell-like sound that carries 

listeners into the following movement. 

An examination of the pitch content also reveals “¿De dondé vienes, amor, mi 

niño?” and “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle” as the culmination of previous musical 

material. Crumb continues to build melodic themes from smaller fragments but has 

incorporated more pitch content to intensify the music. Embedded in the soprano opening 

alone, trichords 026, 014 and 012 are all present, recalling each movement melodically 

and tying the motivic material together.  

In addition to the recurring trichords, this movement prominently features the 016 

trichord, consisting of a minor second/major seventh, a perfect fourth/perfect fifth, and a 

tritone. This trichord serves as a frame for the movement, beginning in the soprano at the 

onset of the piece, and closing with a unanimous articulation from the ensemble.  

Crumb’s variety of trichordal material broadens the pitch class content and 

intensifies music’s dramatic character as well as recalls previous movements. Crumb 

comes close to stating a complete aggregate in several moments, including the soprano 

solo at the opening of the piece and fragment C123 in the circle music, which includes 

soprano, piano, harp, and mandolin. As a result of trichordal variety, this movement also 

features denser harmonic clusters. While previous movements iterate musical motives in 

a largely horizontal manner, “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle” expresses larger harmonic 
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units vertically, creating a more substantial undertone to the melodic passages they 

bolster. The set 01367, containing trichords 013, 014, 016, and 026, recurs in the 

amplified piano in two moments to help intensify the peak of the soprano’s melodic line 

in fragment C123. This expansion of melodic and harmonic content further indicates that 

“¿De dondé vienes, amor, mi niño?” and “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle” are the 

dramatic and musical zenith of the cycle. 

 

 

 

 

 

Soprano Line, “¿De dondé vienes, amor, mi niño?”, P. 4, System 1 
 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 
Figure 20. Recurring Trichords in Soprano Line 
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Soprano Line, “¿De dondé vienes, amor, mi niño?”, P. 4, System 1 

 

 
Tutti Ensemble, “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle”, P.4, System 2 

 
Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 

Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 
 

Figure 21. 016 Frame 
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Fragment C123, “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle”, P.4 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 
Figure 22. Larger Harmonic Units 

 

 Because of Crumb’s consistent use of both the 016 and 026 trichords, the tritone 

once again plays an important role in this movement and dance interlude. Embedded in 

the ostinato of the tenor and timbale drums, the timpanist has a recurring glissando over 

the tritone E – B-flat that underpins the fragmented content of the circle music. The 

tritone’s continuous presence adds an underlying tension to “Dance of the Sacred Life-

Cycle,” which remains unresolved until the end of the movement, when the entire 

ensemble iterates the 016 trichord, containing the tritone E – B-flat, before resolving up 
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to the perfect fifth, B – F-sharp. Crumb’s consistent use of this dissonant interval creates 

the impulse for movement and the desire for resolution from the listener. Because of the 

tritone’s pervasiveness in every previous movement, the presence of the more stable 

perfect fifth in an isolated and prolonged manner creates a sense of musical stillness the 

that hasn’t been present in the cycle thus far.  

Crumb augments the perfect fifth’s calm and repose with an abrupt termination of 

the harmonic, melodic, and rhythmic momentum. Each individual fragment, whether 

metered or unmetered, helps to propel the music forward. The “rigorously metronomic” 

ostinato in the timpani is largely responsible for this forward drive, but Crumb also 

instructs ensemble members to shape their phrases in an “exuberant,” “eager,” “exultant,” 

and “pagan” manner, encouraging an energized and invigorating interpretation of each 

melodic fragment.120 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
120 Crumb, Ancient Voices of Children, 4.  
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Timpani Fragment, “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle”, P.4 

 

Tutti Ensemble, “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle”, P.4 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 

Figure 23. Tritone Resolution 

 

E – B-Flat Tritone 

Tritone Embedded in 016 Trichord 

E – B-Flat Perfect Fifth 
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In addition to the driving melodic fragments, the unpitched dialogue between the 

soprano and boy soprano brings a vitality and earnestness to the music. This rhythmic, 

“sprechstimme style” exchange and the textual fragment where both vocalists are 

instructed to “project” and “keep up the momentum” convey Yerma’s pleas for a child 

that will never come to fruition.121 Much like the poetry that proceeds “Dance of the 

Sacred Life-Cycle,” Lorca’s text in this movement present desires that will forever 

remained unfulfilled. The boy soprano’s absence from the stage further illustrates the 

futility of the soprano’s pleas. By instructing the boy soprano to deliver his lines from 

offstage, Crumb articulates a distance between the two characters that cannot be bridged. 

An understanding of the connection between textual and musical content in “¿De 

dondé vienes, amor, mi niño?” and the subsequent “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle” 

allows performers to make choices that will encourage listeners to further appreciate 

Crumb’s marriage of all these elements. The perpetual rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic 

tension of each fragment can be amplified to convey not only Yerma’s desperation and 

longing for a child, but also the child’s indifference to her pleas. The poet’s unresolved 

and unfulfilled desires will never be satisfied in the unceasing tension-filled momentum 

of Crumb’s circle music.  

Outside of the dialogue between Yerma and her desired niño, Crumb sets various 

syllabic fragments through the opening soprano solo and exclamatory bursts from the rest 

of the ensemble. Outside of one trilled [R] in the soprano opening, all of the syllabic 

 
121 Ibid. 
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fragments use unvoiced consonants (i.e., “kai-i-o!,” “ha, ha, ha!,” “ta-kai-o!,” etc.). The 

percussive nature of these unvoiced consonants can be manipulated to show Yerma’s 

frustration and discontentment. Doubling or extending unvoiced consonants like [t], [k], 

and [h] will amplify the music’s percussive momentum and strengthen the connection to 

Lorca’s narrative. Lines where Crumb has indicated a whisper quality to the sound will 

also be amplified by the aspirate accentuation of an unvoiced consonant.   

 

 

Soprano Line, “¿De dondé vienes, amor, mi niño?”, P. 4, System 1 
 
 

 

Timbale Ostinato, “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle”, P.4 

 
Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 

Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 
 

Figure 24. Unvoiced Consonants 
 

[k:ka:i]                       [k:ko]       [k:ku] 

[k:kai]              [h:ha] [h:ha] 
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To display the disparity between the soprano and the boy soprano, both vocalists 

should actively shape their textual delivery in a manner that is contrasting to the other. 

While the soprano is articulating Yerma’s fervent desire to be a mother, the boy soprano 

is expressing the Yerma’s imagined niño’s sterile responses. Not unlike “El niño busca su 

voz,” an intensely demonstrative interpretation from the soprano will provide notable 

contrast to an uninflected, uniform response from the boy soprano. This juxtaposition will 

musically authenticate the disconnect between the two characters. If the performers are 

not fluent in Spanish, it is imperative that the vocalists understand a word for word 

translation of the text, as opposed to just a general overview of the narrative. The 

plaintive nature of Yerma’s dialogue can be enhanced with a pressing tenuto accent and 

the expansion of onset consonants coupled with a slight rubato on key words such as 

cuándo, amor, and niño, while the dismissive responsive of the boy soprano, whose line 

is labeled as “hard” and “metallic,” can be reinforced by an even articulation of every 

syllable and strict adherence to meter.122 Application of these small textual elements will 

help performers more clearly articulate a connective narrative through the entirety of the 

cycle and allow listeners to more readily engage in a given performance.  

 

 

 
122 Ibid. 
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Fragment A1, “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle”, P.4 
 
 

 
 

 

Fragment A3, “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle”, P.4 

 
Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 

Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 
 

Figure 25. Sprechstimme Phrasing 
  

  [m:m]    [n:n] 

  [kuw:w]             [n:n] 
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CHAPTER 8 

“TODAS LAS TARDES EN GRANADA, TODAS LAS TARDES 

SE MUERE UN NIÑO” AND “GHOST DANCE” 

 

Another selection from Lorca’s Divan of the Taramit, “Gacela del niño muerto,” 

makes it clear that the subject matter pervading his early work remain present in his final 

collections of poetry. Lorca evokes themes of death, children, and sexuality through the 

Andalusian landscape, and the poet’s use of anthropomorphism displays an intimate 

empathy with nature. While ample thematic material connects Lorca’s early poetry to his 

final works, he displays a level of comfort with his sexuality in his later material that is 

not overt in his earlier poetry. 

V. Gacela del niño muerto  V. Gazhal of the Dead Boy 
Todas las tardes in Granada,  Every evening in Granada,  
todas las tardes se muere un niño.  every evening a little boy dies.  
Todas las tardes el agua se sienta  Every evening the water sits down  
a conversar con sus amigos.  to talk with its friends.   

Los muertos llevan alas de musgo  The dead have wings of moss  
El viento nublado y el viento limpio  The cloudy wind and the clean wind 
son dos faisanes que vuelan por las torres  are two pheasants flying among the towers  
y el día es un muchacho herido.  and the day is a wounded boy.    

No quedaba en el aire ni una brizna de 
alondra  

Not a wisp of a lark left in the air  

cuando yo te encontré por las grutas del vino.  when I found you in the wine grottoes.  
No quedaba en la tierra ni una miga de nube  Not a scrap of cloud left in the world  
cuando te ahogabas por el río.  when you drowned in the river.    

Un gigante de agua cayó sobre los montes A colossus of water fell on the hills  
 y el valle fue rodando con perros y con lirios.  and the valley rolled with irises and dogs.  
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Tu cuerpo, con la sombra violeta de mis 
manos,  

Your body in the violet shadow of my hands,  

era, muerto en la orilla, un arcángel de frío. was a cold archangel on the riverbank.123 

 
“Gacela del niño muerto” begins by evoking evening, and the repeated textual 

content calls to mind the passage of time. The recantation of the night suggests the 

inevitability of endings, and, here, Lorca alludes to the conclusion of childhood through 

the “niño’s” death. With the passage of time, every child matures and eventually loses 

their innocence to the realities of adulthood.124  

The passage of time, and particularly the arrival of the evening, also display the 

omnipresence of death. We can never truly understand death while we are living, but we 

are always aware of its presence. Lorca alludes to death in every verse, at times implying 

violence with the imagery of the poet holding onto a cold, drowned corpse.  The 

personification of water in the first stanza, which sits down every evening, coupled with 

the violence implied by the colossus of water falling down the hills, not only recalls the 

rivers and fountains of Granada but also two extreme depictions of death. 125 On one 

hand, there is a quiet stillness and finality implied in the stagnant nature of “sitting” 

water. On the other hand, the drowned body by the riverbank implies death’s brutality. 

 
 
 

123 Arvio, Poet in Spain, 279. 
 
124 Anderson, “Late Poetry,” 54. 
 
125 Ibid., 54. 
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 Anderson also notes that the use of “lirios” is significant, explaining that in 

addition to their common connection to the theme of death, the flowers can also be tied to 

the theme of sexuality:  

while originating in a popular religious imagery of death, [they have] 
become for [Lorca] more specifically sexual: the lirio denotes sexual 
infecundity, rejection, and perhaps unacceptable homosexual 
inclinations.126  
 

Anderson’s observation is supported by the you of stanza three, who meets with the poet 

in a wine grotto. Their meeting brings to mind a romantic rendezvous, and the “you” in 

stanza three notably remains ungendered, as opposed to the “niño muerto” or “muchacho 

herido.” Within the context of an inevitable death, any homosexual relationship becomes 

unachievable, doomed to end in violence. Lorca’s close juxtaposition of love and death 

indicates a clear connection between the two themes for the poet, and, as Londré points 

out, 

If the characteristic movement of the poems in Divan of the Taramit 
proceeds from a remembrance of erotic attachment to a recognition of the 
fact of death, the element most frequently associated with lost love and 
portending death is water.127  
 
Lorca vividly connects the poet’s landscape to the themes described by both 

Londré and Anderson. The close juxtaposition of the “lirios” in the valley and a myriad 

of water themes with the deaths of both the “niño” and the poet’s lover indicate a close 

relationship between the poet’s environment and the inevitability of death and loss.  

 
126 Ian Gibson, "Lorca's "Balada Triste": Children's Songs and the Theme of Sexual Disharmony in "Libro 
De Poemas," Bulletin of Hispanic Studies 46, no. 1 (April 1969): 30. 
 
127 Londré, Federico García Lorca, 143. 
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In addition to the text from Lorca’s “Gacela del niño muerto,” Crumb also quotes 

“Bist du bei mir” from the Die Lieder aus dem Notenbuch der Anna Magdalena Bach. 

This short excerpt, played on a toy piano, is the first quote that Crumb uses in Ancient 

Voices of Children. While he sets the familiar melody without the poetry, a brief 

examination of “Bist du bei mir” reveals a connection to Lorca’s text. This short excerpt 

presents theme of death; however, while Lorca’s poet recounts his lover’s violent and 

turbulent death, here, the poet is finding respite and peace in death. The placid music in 

“Todas las tardes en Granada” indicates this peaceful ending more than Lorca’s violence. 

Performers should provide audience members with a translation of this anonymous 

German text to better convey this connection. 

Bist du bei mir If you are with me  
Bist du bei mir, geh' ich mit Freuden If you are with me, I will gladly go 
zum Sterben und zu meiner Ruh'. to my death and to my rest. 
Ach, wie vergnügt wär' so mein Ende, Ah, how pleasant would my end be, 
es drückten deine lieben Hände if your dear, fair hands shut 
mir die getreuen Augen zu! my faithful eyes! 128 

 

An exploration of the score reveals that both “Todas las tardes en Granada” and 

“Ghost Dance” differ from previous movements in that they both have implicitly tonal 

pitch structures. Earlier in the cycle, Crumb’s consistent use of dissonant intervals, 

particularly the tritone, created an ongoing sense of tension and forward momentum; 

however, in “Todas las tardes en Granada,” the presence of both major and minor triads, 

 
128 Emily Ezust, “Bist du bei mir,” accessed March 1, 2021, 
www.lieder.net/lieder/get_text.html?TextID=382. 
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as well as whole tone motion, produces a new level of stability and peace.  As the most 

tonal movement in the cycle, “Todas las tardes en Granada” uses this harmonic stability 

to evoke the imagery of a quiet evening as well as the finality of death. This stillness 

creates a suspension of time, connecting to the circular nature of life and death that 

pervades Ancient Voices of Children. Crumb amplifies this feeling of time suspended 

through “Bist du bei mir.” The composer frequently uses musical quotes from well-

known pieces to connect the present to the past, explaining,  

I would say that quotation can produce different effects: nostalgia for a 
past world, or a strange spanning of time – by juxtaposing something that 
was written two centuries earlier with something new.129  
 
Even without the composer’s use of quotation, Crumb alludes to themes of time 

and the desire to connect the past with the present. Crumb’s eclectic choice of ensemble, 

with instruments ranging from Japanese temple bells that date back to 600 CE to 

amplified piano call attention this connection. Furthermore, the title of the cycle itself 

underscores this theme by connecting the words “ancient” with “children.” 

Despite the large shift in pitch content, “Todas las tardes en Granada” and “Ghost 

Dance” still connect to previous movements. The perfect fifth that ends “Dance of the 

Sacred Life-Cycle” neatly ties the movements together, foreshadowing the triadic 

harmonies underpinning the melodic content in “Todas las Tardes.” The music’s 

reverberant elements are also present in this movement through rests that close each 

fragment. Lasting from three to seven seconds, they are the longest amount of time 

 
129 Steven M. Bruns, “’In Stilo Mahleriano’: Quotation and Allusion in the Music of George Crumb,” 
American Music Research Center Journal 3 (1993): 9.  
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Crumb has placed between fragments in the entirety of the piece thus far. These pauses 

allow significant time for each fragment to vibrate and decay fully before moving on to 

the next motive. Set over a consistent drone provided first by a trill in the marimba and 

later by suspended cymbals, these resonant fragments allude to the suspension of time.  

Crumb once again uses the ensemble to mimic the sounds of nature in “Todas las 

tardes en Granada.” Much like the cricket sounds from “El niño busca su voz,” the 

percussionists articulate different vowel sounds imitate various insects. In “Todas las 

tardes en Granada,” the vowels are pitched rather than whispered, further articulating the 

major and minor triads that bolster both the soprano’s opening solo and the “Bist du bei 

mir” quote, respectively.  

“Ghost Dance” also recalls material from previous movements. The “bottle neck” 

technique, which calls for the mandolin player to hold a glass rod against the E string of 

their instrument, produces a similar sound to the musical saw and the “chisel-piano” from 

“Me he perdido muchas veces por el mar.” All three instruments create an otherworldly 

musical atmosphere. The composer labels them “musingly” and “hauntingly” in “Me he 

perdido muchas veces por el mar” and “eerie” and “spectral” in “Ghost Dance”130. 

 
130 Crumb, Ancient Voices of Children, 5.  
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Percussion Ensemble, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 6 

 

 
Percussion Ensemble, “Todas las tardes en Granada,” P.5, System 1 

 
Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 

Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 
 

Figure 26 Insect Motives 

 

Crumb’s use of unpitched exclamations from the ensemble continues to be 

utilized throughout “Ghost Dance.” Much like “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle” and 

“Dances of the Ancient Earth,” the whispered interjections add percussive energy to the 

dance interlude. In “Ghost Dance,” where Crumb has utilized maracas for the first time in 
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the cycle, the ensembles’ syllabic calls effectively blend with percussive ensemble’s 

hissing quality.  

While the pitch content sounds much more stable in both “Todas las tardes en 

Granada” and “Ghost Dance,” the tritone still plays an important role. “Todas las tardes 

en Granada” begins with an extended iteration of a C-sharp major triad, which shifts to an 

extended G-minor chord as the toy piano plays “Bist du bei mir” in D-flat. While all of 

these elements are individually tonally stable, their tritone relationship provides a 

pervasive dissonance. G-minor conflicts with both the C-sharp major opening and its 

enharmonic equivalent of D-flat major in the toy piano fragment at the distance of a 

tritone. Even in the most stable movement of the cycle, Crumb maintains this connective 

thread from movement to movement.  

Crumb sets both “Todas las tardes en Granada” and “Ghost Dance” sparsely. 

“Todas las tardes en Granada” uses soprano, marimba, toy piano, harmonica, harp, 

suspended cymbal, and voices, and the subsequent dance interlude shrinks to a two-

person ensemble of mandolin and maracas. The simple and often static atmospheres of 

these two passages are particularly striking when juxtaposed with the intensity of “¿De 

dónde vienes, amor, mi niño?” and “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle.” 

While “Todas las tardes en Granada” does not have the same melodic, harmonic, 

or rhythmic tension that propels the music forward, Crumb subtly creates some of the 

apprehension and loss felt by Lorca’s poet in “Gacela del niño muerto.” The tritone 

relationship between the two extended stable triads of C-sharp major and G-minor, in 

addition to the D-Flat major excerpt from “Bist du bei mir,” creates an underlying 
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tension. This strain is also perceptible in the way Crumb sets Lorca’s text. The soprano 

solo begins simply, articulating the root and third of the C-sharp major triad in the 

supporting ensemble line. The large leap of a minor seventh, followed by a whole tone 

descent down to a D4 over the word “muere (dies),” effectively energizes the music when 

juxtaposed with the previous narrow melodic content. It is also important to note that 

Crumb places both a fermata and crescendo over the word, further articulating death’s 

significance.   

 

 

Vocal Line, “Todas las tardes en Granada,” P5, System 1 
 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 
Figure 27. Text Painting 

 

 

The short excerpt used from “Bist du bei mir” also reveals Crumb’s subtle 

application of tension to an otherwise tranquil atmosphere. The toy piano amplifies the 

sense of nostalgia, but the instrument’s brittle and fragile timbre also creates the sense 

that the tune could dissipate at any moment, leaving listeners on edge. The limitations of 

the toy piano also augment the excerpt’s eeriness. It isn’t quite in tune, distorting the 

excerpt and making it sound somehow faulty. Crumb also cuts “Bist du bei mir” short, 
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stopping abruptly at the dominant chord before the final cadence. This abrupt ending to 

the excerpt further emphasizes the suddenness with which death can approach, as it did in 

Lorca’s “Gacela del niño muerto” 

 

 
 

Toy Piano Line, “Todas las tardes en Granada,” P5, System 3 
 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 
Figure 28. Unresolved Cadence 

 
 

“Ghost Dance” takes the sparseness of “Todas las tardes en Granada” even 

further, using only the mandolin and the maracas paired with short syllabic interjections 

from the ensemble. It is similar to “Todas las tardes en Granada” in its brevity and use of 

whole tone structures that dominate the melodic content of the mandolin. The mandolin’s 

“bottle-neck” technique helps create the “eerie and spectral” atmosphere of this dance 

interlude and ties it to the “hushed and intimate” character of “Todas las tardes en 

I6/4             IV6/5 V7        I6      IV      V 
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Granada”131. The repetitive, whole tone melodic motion in “Ghost Dance” maintains the 

previous movement’s stasis, while at the same time recalling the trichordal content of 

earlier movements. The sets 0268 and 0264, both of which can be derived from the 

trichord 026, feature prominently. Frequent whole tone motion also maintains Crumb’s 

use of the structural tritone at the onset of the mandolin’s solo flourishes. The tritone 

leaps stand out when juxtaposed with the mandolin’s largely stepwise motion. 

 

 

 

 

Mandolin Line, “Ghost Dance,” P.5, System 3 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 
Figure 29. Whole Tone Motion 

 
 

Both “Todas las tardes en Granada” and “Ghost Dance” are largely unmetered, 

allowing for soloists to freely interpret their melodic lines. Crumb juxtaposes these free, 

unmetered phrases with strictly metered fragments. This contrast occurs in both “Todas 

 
131 George Crumb, Ancient Voices of Children, 5.  

026 

0246 
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las tardes en Granada” and “Ghost Dance,” first through the excerpted quote and later by 

the maraca’s interjections. The repetitive sixteenth and thirty-second note pattern of the 

maraca is particularly reminiscent of the recurring rhythmic motive in “Dances of the 

Ancient Earth.” The consistent rhythmic pulse of the mandolin and “paper-harp” in 

“Dances of the Ancient Earth” directly contrasts an unmetered, freely performed solo. 

These opposing features bring additional tension and conflict to movements that are 

otherwise static and hypnotizing.  

 

 

Maraca Line, “Ghost Dance,” P.5, System 2 
 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 
Figure 30.  Maraca Fragment 
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Performers who understand the connection between “Todas las tardes en 

Granada” and “Ghost Dance” and their role in the larger cycle may now make more 

specific performance choices to communicate with their audiences. For the soprano 

vocalist, a slight tenuto on penultimate syllables followed by a decrescendo at the end of 

each short fragment ensures that Crumb’s thirty-second note endings don’t sound as 

abrupt cut-offs while still allowing the voice to fade into the texture of the C-sharp major 

drone. The vocalist weaves in and out of the ensemble’s harmonic texture in “Todas las 

tardes en Granada,” alluding to the poet’s dwellings on death in “Gacela del niño 

muerto,” and the desire for death in “Me he perdido muchas veces por el mar.” This 

phrase shaping also emphasizes the soprano’s leap of a seventh into a crescendo and final 

decrescendo on “muere.” To that end, the soprano should allow the sound of each 

melodic fragment to fully decay before proceeding onto the next section.  

The soprano should also amplify the relationship between “niño” and “muere” by 

ensuring the energy of the final descent to “muere” does not end at her humming, but 

rather on the whispered “niño” that follows. Although the notated decrescendo ends with 

her melody, the singer’s dramatic intensity and focus should remain engaged through the 

end of her whispered “niño.” The abrupt change from pitched to whispered text in the 

vocal line alludes to the swiftness of death’s arrival, while the soprano’s continued fervor 

beyond her sung line signifies the poet’s fascination and pull towards death.  
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Soprano Line, “Todas las tardes en Granada,” P5, System 1 

 
Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 

Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 
 

Figure 31. Soprano Solo Phrasing 

 

The vocal content of the percussion ensemble should also be taken into 

consideration. While their vocal contributions are limited to two short fragments in 

“Todas las tardes in Granada,” the softly sung vowels help create the nature-scape of a 

quiet evening in Granada. Minimal vibrato from the percussion ensemble members 

singing the vowel fragments will add to Crumb’s “hushed” and “intimate” musical 

atmosphere. The soprano should also suspend the use of vibrato where possible, 

achieving Crumb’s desired “tender” articulation of Lorca’s text.132 The tranquility 

achieved from a lack of vibrato from both the soprano and percussion ensemble shows 

Crumb’s suspension of time as well as the finality and stillness of death. 

Like many of the previous movements in Ancient Voices of Children, “Todas las 

tardes en Granada” displays a disparity between the free melodic gestures of solo melodic 

 
132 Ibid.  
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lines and rigid, rhythmically motivated fragments. This polarity represents the conflict 

between the poet and his environment, similar to “El niño busca su voz.” A rigid, 

uninflected adherence to the excerpt from “Bist du bei mir” and the metered maraca 

interjections in “Ghost Dance” highlights the contrast between the freely shaped soprano 

and mandolin solos. The discrepancies between these two contrasting musical styles 

assert the gulf between the poet and nature, while an evenly, uninflected shape in the 

metered sections alludes to death’s indifference to the poet.  
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CHAPTER 9  

“SE HA LLENADO DE LUCES MI CORAZÓN DE SEDA” 

 

The text for the last movement of Ancient Voices of Children comes from Lorca’s 

first collection of poetry. Published in 1921, Libro de Poemas is full of nostalgia for the 

poet’s childhood in Fuente Vaqueros. Lorca wrote in the collection’s introduction that “I 

offer in this book, which is entirely youthful ardor, torture and measureless ambition, the 

exact image of my days of adolescence and youth, those days that bind the present instant 

with my recent infancy itself”133. Upon examination, “Balada de la Placeta” provides 

insight into not only Lorca’s youthful mentality, but also the foundational material upon 

which he shaped his literary aesthetic. While much of Lorca’s later work reflects 

surrealist trends, the themes, images and motifs in Libro de Poemas permeate his oeuvre. 

Balada de la Placeta Ballad of the small plaza   

Cantan los niños Singing of children 
en la noche quieta; in the night silence; 
¡arroyo claro, Light of the stream, and 
fuente serena! calm of the fountain!   

Los niños The children   

¿Qué tiene tu divino What does your heart hold, 
corazón en fiesta? divine in its gladness?   

Yo Myself   

Un doblar de campanas A peal from the belltower 

 
133 Iarocci, “Romanticism, Transcendence and Modernity,” 1.  
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perdidas en la niebla. lost in the dimness.   

Los niños The children   

Ya nos dejas cantando You leave us singing 
en la plazuela. in the small plaza. 
¡Arroyo claro, Light of the stream, and 
fuente serena! calm of the fountain!   

¿Qué tienes en tus manos What do you hold in 
de primavera? your hands of springtime?   

Yo Myself   

Una rosa de sangre A rose of blood and 
y una azucena. a lily of whiteness.   

Los niños The children   

Mójalas en el agua Dip them in water 
de la canción añeja. of the song of the ages. 
¡Arroyo claro, Light of the stream, and 
fuente serena! calm of the fountain!   

¿Qué sientes en tu boca What does your tongue feel 
roja y sedienta? scarlet and thirsting?   

Yo Myself   

El sabor de los huesos A taste of the bones 
de mi gran calavera. of my giant forehead.   

Los niños The children   

Bebe el agua tranquila Drink the still water 
de la canción añeja. of the song of the ages. 
¡Arroyo claro, Light of the stream, and 
fuente serena! calm of the fountain! 
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¿Por qué te vas tan lejos Why do you roam far 
de la plazuela? from the small plaza?   

Yo Myself   

¡Voy en busca de magos I go to find Mages 
y de princesas! and find princesses!   

Los niños The children   

¿Quién te enseñó el camino Who showed you the road there 
de los poetas? the road of the poets?   

Yo Myself   

La fuente y el arroyo The fount and the stream of 
de la canción añeja. the song of the ages.   

Los niños The children   

¿Te vas lejos, muy lejos Do you go far from 
del mar y de la tierra? the earth and the ocean?   

Yo Myself   

Se ha llenado de luces It’s filled with light, is 
mi corazón de seda, my heart of silk, and 
de campanas perdidas, with bells that are lost, 
de lirios y de abejas, with bees and with lilies, 
y yo me iré muy lejos, and I will go far off, 
más allá de esas sierras, behind those hills there, 
más allá de los mares, even further than the seas, 
cerca de las estrellas, close to the starlight, 
para pedirle a Cristo to ask of the Christ there 
Señor que me devuelva Lord, to return me 
mi alma antigua de niño, my child’s soul, ancient, 
madura de leyendas, ripened with legends, 
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con el gorro de plumas with a cap of feathers 
y el sable de madera. and a sword of wood.   

Los niños The children   

Ya nos dejas cantando You leave us singing 
en la plazuela, in the small plaza, 
¡arroyo claro, Light of the stream, and 
fuente serena! calm of the fountain!   

Las pupilas enormes Enormous pupils 
de las frondas resecas of the parched palm fronds 
heridas por el viento, hurt by the wind, they 
lloran las hojas muertas. weep their dead leaves. 134 

 

The conversation between the poet and the children presents themes and imagery 

that revolve around the poet’s lamentation and nostalgia for his lost childhood, his desire 

to regain it, and the inevitable approach of death. The evening setting implies this sense 

of finality and ending, and the children’s songs become a distant memory in the nocturnal 

landscape. Many of Lorca’s poems inhabit this tenebrous atmosphere, and as Stanton 

observes, “Lorca's poetry revolves around the declining phase of the natural, organic, and 

human cycles, suggested by images of twilight and darkness, autumn and winter, decay 

and death”135. The sounds of children singing recall the joys of the poet’s youth, but 

when questioned, the poet’s responses convey his loss of innocence to knowledge and 

finally, his death. The poet has roamed from his little plaza in search of mages and 

 
134 Federico Garcia Lorca, “Balada del la Placeta,” accessed March 5, 2020, 
http://spanishpoems.blogspot.com/2005/07/federico-garca-lorca-balada-de-la.html. 
 
135 Stanton, The Tragic Myth, 118.  
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princesses, and in his journey, he has moved on to adulthood. The theme of a journey 

runs through Lorca’s Libro de Poemas, and in his article on the collection, Iarocci asserts 

that “such movement through the collection is in turn meant to replicate…an allegory of 

maturation, a quasi-narrative representation of the passage from childhood innocence to 

the troubled uncertainties of adulthood”136. The presence of death hovers ominously over 

the poem, through the tolling of lost bells, “taste of the bones of my giant forehead,” and 

“parched palm leaves that weep their dead leaves.” 

Floral symbolism is present both in Lorca’s Poetry and Crumb’s compositions. 

The “lirio (lily)” frequently represents death and mourning, and here, it ties directly to the 

lost bells. The rose and the lily are also present in this ballad, and as Anderson observes  

the rose (rosa) is obviously associated with love and the heart, though a 
heart which is perhaps bleeding. The lily (azucena) may be read in parallel 
with the rose as a symbol of whiteness, of beauty, of love or aspiration to 
an ideal love or more contrastively as a symbol of death and mourning: all 
these connotations could be justified in the context of the poem as a 
whole.137 
 
Crumb’s compositions echo these themes. His omnipresent nature sounds very 

often relate to themes of life and death. In Ancient Voices of Children, nature is 

frequently tied to the theme of death. In “Me he perdido muchas veces por el mar,” the 

“musical saw” and “chisel piano” serve as the waves through which the poet loses 

himself, while in “Todas las tardes en Granada,” the percussive ensemble creates the 

 
136 Iarocci, “Romanticism, Transcendence and Modernity,” 132. 
 
137 Anderson, ““Lirio” and “Azucena,” 54. 
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impression of insects buzzing, creating a backdrop for the recurring scene of a niño’s 

death. 

Crumb further delves into themes presented by Lorca’s poetry with his use of an 

excerpt from the final movement of Mahler’s Das Lied von der Erde, entitled “Der 

Abschied.” Unlike the quote from “Bist du bei mir,” Crumb does not label Mahler’s 

music, and he alters it. However, the musical connection is unmistakable. In addition to 

Mahler’s mournful oboe, Crumb also employs the low, drone-like pulses that underpin 

the soloist’s flourishes in “Der Abschied.” Similarly to Crumb’s use of the quote from 

“Bist du bei mir,” Crumb does not set any textual content from “Der Abschied;” 

however, the textual content reveals several parallels between Lorca’s “Balada de la 

Placeta” and Bethge’s “Der Abschied.” 
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“Der Abschied,” Mm 1-6 

 

“Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de seda,” P. 6, System 2 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 
Figure 32. Mahler Quotation 
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Der Abschied The Farewell German (Deutsch)  
Die Sonne scheidet hinter dem Gebirge. The sun departs behind the mountains. 
In allen Tälern steigt der Abend nieder Into all the valleys, evening descends 
Mit seinen Schatten, die voll Kühlung 
sind. 

with its cooling shadows. 

O sieh! Wie eine Silberbarke schwebt O look! Like a silver boat 
Der Mond am blauen Himmelssee herauf. the moon floats on the blue sky-lake above. 
Ich spüre eines feinen Windes Wehn I feel the fine wind wafting 
Hinter den dunklen Fichten! behind the dark spruces!   

Der Bach singt voller Wohllaut durch das 
Dunkel. 

The brook sings loudly through the darkness. 

Die Blumen blassen im Dämmerschein. The flowers stand out palely in the twilight. 
Die Erde atmet voll von Ruh und Schlaf, The earth breathes, full of peace and sleep, 
Alle Sehnsucht will nun träumen. and all yearning wishes to dream now. 
Die müden Menschen gehn heimwärts, Weary men go home, 
Um im Schlaf vergeßnes Glück to learn in sleep  
Und Jugend neu zu lernen! forgotten happiness and youth! 
Die Vögel hocken still in ihren Zweigen. The birds crouch silently in their branches. 
Die Welt schläft ein! The world is asleep!   

Es wehet kühl im Schatten meiner 
Fichten. 

It blows coolly in the shadows of my spruce. 

Ich stehe hier und harre meines 
Freundes; 

I stand here and wait for my friend; 

Ich harre sein zum letzten Lebewohl. I wait to bid him a last farewell. 
Ich sehne mich, o Freund, an deiner Seite I yearn, my friend, at your side 
Die Schönheit dieses Abends zu genießen. to enjoy the beauty of this evening. 
Wo bleibst du? Du läßt mich lang allein! Where do you tarry? You leave me alone for so 

long! 
Ich wandle auf und nieder mit meiner 
Laute 

I wander up and down with my lute 

Auf Wegen, die vom weichen Grase 
schwellen. 

on paths swelling with soft grass. 

O Schönheit! O ewigen Liebens - 
Lebenstrunkne Welt! 

O beauty! O eternal love - eternal, life-intoxicated 
world!   

Er stieg vom Pferd und reichte ihm den 
Trunk 

He dismounted and handed him the drink 

Des Abschieds dar. Er fragte ihn, wohin of parting. He asked him where 
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Er führe und auch warum es müßte sein. he would go, and also why it must be. 
Er sprach, seine Stimme war umflort: Du, 
mein Freund, 

He spoke, his voice was choked: My friend, 

Mir war auf dieser Welt das Glück nicht 
hold! 

on this earth, fortune has not been kind to me! 

Wohin ich geh? Ich geh, ich wandre in die 
Berge. 

Where do I go? I will go, wander in the mountains. 

Ich suche Ruhe für mein einsam Herz. I seek peace for my lonely heart. 
Ich wandle nach der Heimat, meiner 
Stätte. 

I wander to find my homeland, my home. 

Ich werde niemals in die Ferne schweifen. I will never stray to foreign lands. 
Still ist mein Herz und harret seiner 
Stunde! 

Quiet is my heart, waiting for its hour! 
  

Die liebe Erde allüberall The dear earth everywhere 
Blüht auf im Lenz und grünt blooms in spring and grows green 
Aufs neu! Allüberall und ewig afresh! Everywhere and eternally, 
Blauen licht die Fernen! distant places grow blue and bright! 
Ewig... ewig... Eternally... eternally…138 

 

Both poems are filled with vivid landscape imagery; from Lorca’s fountains, 

streams, and hills to Bethge’s mountains, valleys, and lakes. The consistent poetic 

allusions to nature undoubtedly appealed to Crumb. In his article “Quotation and 

Allusion in the Music of George Crumb,” Steven Bruns points to two passages from “Der 

Abschied” that are particularly germane to the end of Lorca’s “Balada de la Placeta,” 

which Crumb cites as the inspiration for Ancient Voices of Children: 

Bethge: 

Where do I go? I will go, wander in the mountains. 
I seek peace for my lonely heart. 
I wander to find my homeland, my home. 
I will never stray to foreign lands. 

 
 

138 Emily Ezust, “Der Abscheid,” accessed March 25, 2021, 
https://www.lieder.net/lieder/assemble_texts.html?SongCycleId=235. 
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… 
Weary men go home, 
to learn in sleep  
forgotten happiness and youth. 
 

Lorca: 
 
and I will go far off, 
behind those hills there, 
close to the starlight, 
to ask of the Christ there 
Lord, to return me 
my child’s soul, ancient, 

 
Bruns notes that the poet’s friend in “Der Abschied” has a similar desire to travel 

in search of an essential lost part of himself. Each poet expresses the drive to regain the 

innocence and happiness of youth. The recurring theme of innocence lost and the urge to 

regain it is brought to the forefront in Ancient Voices of Children through the role of the 

boy soprano. Bruns observes that “the dramatic impact of witnessing the young child as 

the embodiment of an idealized, absolute innocence is reminiscent of [these] two other 

Mahlerian antecedents”139. The strong parallelism between these passages indicates the 

oboe’s significance in this final movement of Ancient Voices of Children. Crumb 

dramatically emphasizes the connection between the music and the poetry by instructing 

the oboist to leave the stage after their first melodic line and continue to play from further 

away after their second melodic passage. Performers should articulate this textual and 

musical link between Mahler’s “Der Abschied” and “Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón 

 
139 Steven M. Bruns, “In Stilo Mahleriano,” 29. 
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de seda” in the program notes, engaging audience members more meaningfully in the 

listening experience.  

“Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de seda” is the lengthiest movement by far of 

Ancient Voices of Children, incorporating many of the cycle’s previously heard musical 

elements. Scored for soprano, boy soprano, harp, piano, vibraphone, oboe, mandolin, toy 

piano, tam-tams, suspended cymbal, antique cymbal and a large variety of bells, this 

movement features the widest array of timbres within Ancient Voices of Children while 

still largely maintaining a sparse musical texture.  

Crumb takes full advantage of the bells mentioned in Lorca’s poem, using the 

enduring ringing quality of the tubular bells and Japanese temple bells to elicit an 

ominous musical atmosphere. The bells often outline the tritone C – G-flat in a similar 

manner to the timpani’s E – B-flat tritone in “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle.” In both 

cases, the tritone serves as an underlying source of tension for the melodic content it 

supports.  

The Japanese temple bells also serve as a catalyst for the movement’s climax. The 

five bells create a steady rhythmic ostinato that is built upon by several tubular bells, the 

soprano, and finally the antique cymbals, electric piano, and vibraphone at the text 

“Cristo Señor!” Adamenko points to this final line of the cycle, "I will go very far ... to 

ask Christ the Lord give me back my ancient soul of a child," which displays the eternal 
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recurrence of souls.140 This idea ties into Crumb’s use of circular and recurring musical 

content both in this movement and throughout Ancient Voices of Children.  

Bells feature prominently in many of Crumb’s compositions, and they represent a 

myriad of things: calling the faithful to church, announcing important ceremonies, and 

offering protection from evil spirits. In her dissertation on Crumb’s musical symbolism, 

Daria Kwiatkowska examines the composer’s use of bell motives. She notes that the 

timbre of the bell often indicates its function; a low, dark sound is a fateful death toll, and 

a bright sound represents the heavens, mystical transcendence, and the triumph of good 

over evil. Kwiatkowska continues, explaining,  

[Their] sound is a symbol of creative power. Since [the bell] is in a 
hanging position, it partakes of the mystic significance of all objects which 
are suspended between heaven and earth. It is related, by its shape, to the 
vault and, consequently, to the heavens.141  
 
Therefore, both bright and dark bell timbres can be connected to the pervading 

theme of death in Ancient Voices of Children. The bells in “Se ha llenado de luces mi 

corazón de seda” open the movement with a cacophony of dissonant clusters and return 

as death tolls, the low and ominous tritone interjections, throughout the movement. 

Allowing the bells to vibrate as long as possible will augment the gravity and 

effectiveness of these death tolls. Crumb notates various amounts of time to hold each 

toll, ranging from three to seven seconds, but these times should vary depending on the 

size and resonant quality of the performance venue. Performers should allow enough time 

 
140 Adamenko, “George Crumb’s Channels of Mythification,” 333.  
 
141 Kwiatkowska, “The Symbolism of Night,” 91. 
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for the sound of the toll to begin decaying before proceeding to the following fragment. 

This technique will intensify the pervading bell theme and display the all-encompassing 

nature of death. The bells’ strict rhythmic lines also contrast the freely metered melodies 

used by the oboe, soprano, and boy soprano. Like many of the movements in Ancient 

Voices of Children, this juxtaposition of metered and unmetered content creates 

conflicting characters. 

While the oboe’s melodic content in “Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de seda” 

is derived from Mahler’s “Der Abschied,” it still connects to the instrument’s earlier 

material in “Dances of the Ancient Earth.” Much like the opening dance interlude, the 

oboe in “Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de seda” has a narrow melodic content, 

emphasizing the 012 trichord. This close-textured melody has an incredibly plaintive 

quality, while the lack of rhythmic meter allows for ample expression. Throughout the 

cycle, Crumb contrasts the oboe with other instruments. The first iteration of the oboe 

solo in “Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de seda” is preceded by brittle plucking on the 

mandolin and harp. The delicate texture underscores the toy piano’s fragile chimes, an 

ensemble reminiscent of the mandolin and “paper-harp” of “Dances of the Ancient 

Earth.” The disparity between the oboe fragments and the mandolin, harp, and toy piano 

fragment recalls the opening movement set to Lorca’s “El niño mudo,” musically 

articulating the poet’s plaintive supplication with the indifference of time, death, and 

nature. 

Most significantly, the “Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de seda” brings 

Ancient Voices of Children full circle by closing the piece with lone voices. The melodic 
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lines for both the soprano and boy soprano recall material from “El niño busca su voz,” 

from the soprano’s virtuosic syllabic exploration to the boy soprano’s simple “after-

song.” While there is a distinct separation between the soprano and boy soprano in the 

opening movement, in “Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de seda,” the vocalists sing 

simultaneously, echoing each other’s material.  

 

 
Soprano Line, “El niño busca su voz,” P.1, System 1 

 

 
Soprano and Boy Soprano Fragment, “Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de seda,” P.8, 

System 2 
 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 
Figure 33. Parallel Vocal Settings in Opening and Closing Movements 
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“Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de seda” is similar to the centerpiece of the 

movement, “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle,” in that it features a wider variety of pitch 

content. This movement features trichordal material from the entire cycle, in addition to 

new pitch sets. The bell ensemble uses trichords 013 and 014 copiously. 013 serves as a 

frame for the opening bell tolls, and the tubular bells use 014 exclusively in the 

movement’s climax. The 012 trichord and the subsequent 0126 set, which incorporates 

the tritone, are frequently utilized in the oboe line, while the 016 trichord appears in the 

mandolin, harp, and toy piano fragments. The soprano’s melody features all four of these 

trichords in her first entrance, in addition to the 026 trichord. 

 

 

“Se he llanado de luces mi corazón de seda,” Page 6, System 1 
 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 
Figure 34. Trichordal Frame in Opening Bell Motive 

013 

013 
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Tubular Bells, “Se he llanado de luces mi corazón de seda,” Page 7, System 3 

 

 

Oboe Line, “Se he llanado de luces mi corazón de seda,” Page 6, System 2 

Soprano Line, “Se he llanado de luces mi corazón de seda,” Page 6, System 3 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 
Figure 35. Closing Movement Trichordal Content 
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While the trichordal material varies in this movement, performers should note the 

pervasive presence of semi-tone and tritone intervals. Crumb’s tense clusters of notes in 

“Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de seda” give listers a sense of instability and a desire 

for “resolution.” In addition to the frequent use of dissonant intervals, Crumb also creates 

drama and melodic energy through octave displacements of the semi-tone interval in the 

soprano line. The broad leaps in the soprano’s melody also serve as effective text 

painting for Lorca’s “Balada de la Placeta,” conveying the poet’s fervent desire to reach 

for the stars and “to ask of the Christ there Lord, to return me my child’s soul, ancient.” 

Crumb also highlights Lorca’s text with the gradual melodic rise of the soprano’s vocal 

line. Like the poet reaching towards the heavens and the stars, the soprano moves 

consistently upward. The line’s ascending melodic arch starts at an A3 on the words “Se 

he llenado” and peaks at a D6 at the words “Cristo Señor!” The soprano should shape 

their phrases towards the highest note of a given fragment, further articulating the poet’s 

yearning toward the heavens. 

 

 

Soprano Line, “Se he llanado de luces mi corazón de seda,” Page 6, System 3 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 

Figure 36. Soprano Melodic Shaping 
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Two additional new trichords feature in “Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de 

seda:” 015 and 025. Both trichords have intervals of a perfect fifth and perfect fourth. 

Even in the most placid piece of the cycle. As Crumb has made copious use of the tritone 

interval throughout the Ancient Voices of Children, it is significant that Crumb juxtaposes 

the perfect fourth and fifth with the tritone so closely in “Se ha llenado de luces mi 

corazón de seda.” The more frequent presence of the perfect fourth and fifth in close 

proximity to the omnipresent tritone indicates an approaching resolution to the movement 

and consequently, the cycle. 

 

 
 
 

Oboe Line, “Se he llanado de luces mi corazón de seda,” P. 7, System 2 
 

 
 

Soprano Line, “Se he llanado de luces mi corazón de seda,” P.7, System 4 
 

Ancient Voices of Children by George Crumb Ó Copyright 1970 by C.F. Peters 
Corporation Reproduced by permission of C.F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved 

 
Figure 37. Juxtaposition of Tritone to Perfect Fourth and Fifth 

TT 

P4 

P5 TT 
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This large variety of trichordal material develops into larger harmonic elements. 

Similar to “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle,” smaller trichord fragments become the 

building blocks for more substantial recurring pitch collections, gradually intensifying the 

music towards the climax. The soprano’s penultimate textual outburst reaches its peak on 

a D6 at the words “Cristo Señor,” bolstered by the densest orchestration in the entirety of 

the movement: tubular bells, Japanese temple bells, vibraphone, piano, and antique 

cymbals. In the buildup to this climactic moment, sets 02368 and 01268 recur in the oboe 

and soprano lines, while the bell fragments reiterate set 012346. This climax also 

contains the most pitch content, iterating a complete aggregate in a single measure. It is 

the only time Crumb employs an aggregate in the whole of the cycle, further emphasizing 

the significance of the poet’s plea to the “Cristo Señor” for a return of his “ancient soul of 

a child.”  

A low, forceful cluster of sound from the ensemble of harp, piano, and tam-tams 

follows this fervent climax. Much like the boy soprano’s “after-song” in “El niño busca 

su voz,” the soprano’s melodic line emerges from a cloud of sound. This musical 

dénouement also prominently features the trichord 026, and whole tone motion, rather 

than the prevailing semi-tone motion, begins to be utilized more frequently. The 

exclusivity of the 026 trichord, paired with an abrupt sparsity, increased whole tone 

motion, and the physical presence of the boy soprano on stage all point to the cycle’s 

musical and dramatic resolution in “Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de seda.”  

Crumb’s staging instructions gives performers dramatic insight into his 

interpretation of Lorca’s “Balada de la Placeta.”  Throughout the cycle, the oboe has 
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played in a plaintive and highly expressive manner, echoing the protagonists’ desire for 

childhood innocence and death. Contrastingly, the boy soprano’s music has consistently 

been divorced from this fervor, from the placid “after-song” of “El niño busca su voz” to 

the “hard and metallic” rhythmic text setting in “Dance of the Sacred Life-Cycle.” The 

boy soprano’s music symbolizes to the unbending apathy of nature, time, and death. 

From this perspective, the physical shift between two ensemble members represents the 

poet’s ultimate death and consequently, his reunion with his lost innocence.  

Crumb musically articulates this reunion at the end of “Se ha llenado de luces mi 

corazón de seda.” The marriage of material from both the beginning and ending of “El 

niño busca su voz” sung by the soprano and boy soprano, underlines this resolution. The 

vocalists could make this ending more dramatically engaging by shaping their respective 

melodic lines similarly. The vocalists should mimic each other as much as possible, as if 

they are hearing one another for the first time. The pregnant pauses between vocal 

fragments supports this notion, implying that soprano and boy soprano are both waiting 

for a response. A gradual decrescendo over the whole of the final vocal duet will also 

convey that the soprano is merging with the boy soprano, as opposed to the other way 

around. As described throughout this paper, the plaintive melodic lines, prominently 

featured in the soprano and oboe, can be connected with the desires of the poet. 

Discordantly, the uninflected melodies, featured in the boy soprano, harp and mandolin 

figures, are connected with nature’s unbending response to the poet’s desires.  If indeed 

the boy soprano is representative of nature, then the soprano’s line dissipating into the 
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boy soprano’s melodic texture can be interpreted as the poet reconnecting with nature and 

returning to a state of being that is free of tension, conflict, and desire. 

Small adjustments such as these can go a long way in creating a cohesive and 

compelling narrative for audience members. In the case of Ancient Voices of Children, 

the close connection between poetry and text should augmented in every way possible. 

Performers who take the time to understand this connection will be in a position to make 

more specific musical and dramatic choices, making for a much more fulfilling musical 

experience for audiences and performers alike.  
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CHAPTER 10  

CONCLUSION 

 

This analysis of George Crumb’s Ancient Voices of Children has outlined how 

performers can use musical and textual analysis to create an engaging narrative. While it 

may be challenging to discern musical cohesion and structure in post-tonal music on a 

first listen, performers who take the time to investigate this repertoire will discover that 

post-tonal music is just as thoughtfully constructed as a tonal piece. George Crumb’s 

compositions are highly structured and, where there is textual content, intimately 

connected to the poetry.   

By allowing performers to grasp post-tonal music more readily, analysis can also 

make learning and memorizing music a much simpler process, which is particularly 

relevant for singers. It can be quite difficult to intone a series of pitches if the vocalist 

does not hear any correlation between the notes. Performers who understand the melodic 

content, harmony, and rhythmic structure will more readily learn and memorize music.142  

The real value in musical analysis for the performer is to inform their musical 

choices. As José Antonio Bowen observes in his article on performance practice versus 

performance analysis, a study of performances of the same piece will reveal that there is a 

 
142 Anecdotally, I frequently make use of musical analysis as a pedagogical tool. Outlining harmonic or 
melodic content can help a young singer intone pitches with more accuracy, while the more advanced 
student can employ analysis to connect musical and literary ideas in a manner similar to this paper. In the 
context of a voice lesson, or even in my own practice, it is not typical to analyze an entire piece of music 
before making performance choices. Rather, analysis is used as a supplement in order to better understand a 
challenging passage or to more accurately intone pitches.  
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myriad of performance choices to be made in any given piece of repertoire. He explains 

that “choice is a vital part of performance…any score is capable of an indefinite number 

of sounding interpretations”143. Musical analysis should be used to augment performance 

options rather than diminish them. When performers are uncertain how to interpret a 

piece, analysis can be a useful tool. At the very least, performers who take the time to 

analyze a given piece of repertoire can approach it with a deeper appreciation and 

understanding of the music. 

In George Crumb’s Ancient Voices of Children, analysis reveals ample 

connections between the music and Lorca’s poetry. Themes of death, nature, and time 

pervade the work of both the poet and composer. An understanding of the thematic 

connections between Lorca’s text and Crumb’s music in Ancient Voices of Children 

makes it easier to discern musical meaning in Crumb’s compositional choices. The 

resonant quality of Crumb’s instrumentation, coupled with expansive stretches of silence 

to allow fragments to resonate, create a consistent feeling of suspended time. The 

repetitive and circular nature of the cycle, paired with Crumb’s use of musical quotes also 

connects back to the theme of time, joining the past to the present. Crumb also uses 

instruments to mimic the sounds of Lorca’s poetic landscape, from the crickets in “El 

niño busca su voz,” to the buzzing night insects in “Todas las tardes en Granada.” The 

theme of death is consistently featured in Ancient Voices of Children in the pervasive 

presence of the tritone and the tolling of bells in “Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de 

 
143 José Antonio Bowen, “Performance Practice Versus. Performance Analysis: Why Should Performers 
Study Performance,” Performance Practice Review 9, no 1. (1996): 31. 
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seda.” Performers who are aware of these themes are in a better position to highlight 

these musical elements for audiences.  

In analyzing the connection between the poetry and the music in Ancient Voices 

of Children, a narrative begins to emerge. Crumb chose textual excerpts that reflect a 

disconnect between the poet and nature while evoking images of children. This poetry 

creates a pervading sense of loss and unfulfilled desire throughout Ancient Voices of 

Children. Whether it be the poet mourning the loss of his youthful innocence in “El niño 

mudo,” a distraught Yerma yearning for the child she will never have, or the desire to 

find peace in losing oneself to the expansiveness of the sea in “Me ha perdido muchas 

veces por el mar,” there is a consistent conflict between the poet and their surroundings.  

Through his eclectic compositional style, Crumb articulates this textual conflict in 

a variety of ways. The juxtaposition of unmetered, expressive melodic lines with 

rhythmic ostinato figures displays the pleading and mournful poetic protagonist against 

their indifferent surroundings. Crumb consistently sets the soprano and oboe lines in a 

free, evocative manner, allowing for considerable expression from the soloists while 

setting instruments like the mandolin, harp, toy piano, and boy soprano in a more rigid, 

uninflected manner. Performers can use this musical contrast to highlight the conflict in 

Lorca’s poetry. 

An examination of pitch content also supports this narrative. In his compositions, 

Crumb often uses small trichordal cells to construct larger musical ideas. In Ancient 

Voices of Children, several trichords feature prominently, including 026, 014, 013, and 

016, which ultimately build up to a single iteration of the complete twelve note aggregate 
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in the climax of “Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de seda.”  Consistent use of small 

melodic fragments leads to the regular appearance of the minor second, major second, 

and tritone. The minor second and tritone are used frequently to enhance the music’s 

inherent tension, while the whole step often serves as a release. The abundant use of the 

012 trichord, dominated by the minor second interval, creates the plaintive and mournful 

quality of the oboe’s melodic material, while moments like the boy soprano’s “after-

song” in “El niño busca su voz,” or the largely tonal movement, “Todas las tardes en 

Granada,” make more use of the whole tone-dominated 026 trichord. This oscillation 

between a minor and major second creates a sense of tension and release throughout the 

cycle and gives the impression of resolution at the close of Ancient Voices of Children. 

After the climax of “Se ha llenado de luces mi corazón de seda,” at the words “Crista 

Señor,” Crumb returns to the melodic material of the soprano and boy soprano from “El 

niño busca su voz.” The assertive presence of the 026 trichord directly after an iteration 

of the full aggregate, paired with the dissipation of the soprano line into the boy 

soprano’s melody, implies that the poet has found resolution in death and that we, as 

listeners, have come full circle.   

Throughout his compositional tenure, Crumb has consistently created pieces that 

are deeply symbolic and spiritual in nature. Ancient Voices of Children is no exception to 

this rule. Crumb meticulously crafted this cycle to reflect the powerful imagery featured 

in Lorca’s poetry, saying 

I have sought musical images that enhance and reinforce the powerful yet 
strangely haunting imagery of Lorca's poetry…I feel that the essential 
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meaning of this poetry is concerned with the most primary things life, 
death, love, the smell of the earth, the sounds of the earth and sea.144 
 

An analyzation of this cycle easily reveals Crumb’s sensitivity to Lorca’s poetry. The 

performer who is aware of the meaning behind Crumb’s compositional choices will not 

only have a more profound connection to the repertoire but can also readily convey 

musical meaning to an audience. As performers, we owe it to ourselves and our audiences 

to make every musical experience as rich and rewarding as possible. Analysis can only 

broaden our musical horizons, making it a worthwhile endeavor. 

 Performers with clear and connective musical goals deliver compelling 

performances more easily. There is an endless variety of ways to elicit an emotional 

response from audiences. Analysis is not the only way to achieve an engaging 

performance, but performers can utilize it effectively, especially in more intimidating 

post-tonal repertoire. Performers who are willing to step outside of their comfort zones 

can open themselves up to many new avenues of musical expression, for themselves and 

their audiences. 

  

 
144 MacKay, “An Analysis of Musical Time,” 16. 
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